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AT DEADLINE 
Strong Job 
Market Expected 
Inland F mpm.: area employ-
ers expect to hire at a healthy 
pace dunng the second quarter of 
2006. accordmg to the ManpO\~cr 
hnployment Outlook Sun ey 
From April to June. 33 per-
cent of the companies mter-
\ ie\\ed plan to hire more employ-
ees, while 7 percent expect to 
reduce their payrolls. according 
to Manpower spokesperson 
Evlyn Wilcox. Another 60 per-
cent expect to maintain their cur-
rent staff levels. 
"Employers expect much less 
hiring acti\ ity than m the first 
quarter when 50 percent of the 
companies intervtcwcd intended 
to increase hcadcount, and 3 per-
cent planned to decrease tt," said 
Wilcox. "However, employers 
arc more optimistic about hiring 
than they were a year ago when 
20 percent of compantcs sur-
veyed thought employment 
increases were likely and 3 per-
cent intended to cut back." 
For the coming quarter, job 
prospects appear best in construc-
tion, transportation/public utili-
ties, education, services and pub-
lic administration. Employers in 
non-durable goods manufactur-
ing plan to reduce staffing levels, 
while those in wholesale/retail 
trade voice mixed hiring inten-
tions. Hiring in durable goods 
manufacturing and finance/insur-
ance/real estate is expected to 
continued on page 30 
The Toyota Grand Prix of Long Beach 
The Very Best of the Best 
by ~t'illiam .1nthon; 
We all during our life have the crowds moving, happy and 
attended events that were good--- helping those families who need-
some better and a few as bad as ed assistance. 
we have been warned to expect-- The Toyota folks. all wearing 
should we ever visit "hell." Well a sort of golf-collared polo shirt. 
this past month, this reporter had treated everyone they met equal-
the pleasure of attending a social ly--VIP treatment for all who 
and sportmg event which I rated JOined this excited and friendly 
as of this date---the best of my crowd. Their guests were all 
life. The content of the event of given wristbands allowing access 
the Grand Prix "the big race" did to various areas which were not 
not alone make this race great. part of the general admission 
No, it was all the surroundings ticket. Yes, we had a wristband, 
combincd ............ the celebrity but no name tags, no gold or sil-
race .... the drifting .... the con- ver stars---only the wristband. As 
certs .... the races within the a result, you were nameless and 
races .... the food ..... the fabulous you fittted in with the rest of the 
weather.. .. and the attitude and group. Maybe you owned a 
mood of all the paid workers, vol- dozen Toyota dealerships or 
unteers, and those attendees who maybe you were a freeloader like 
paid for their tickets to be all a me. It did not make any differ-
part of this happening. ence---equality was the name of 
The police---yes, they were the day. The food served was 
there, in big numbers, and with top-notched (I could give many 
smiles on their faces and there to examples but do not have enough 
assist the ones who were lost (like space in this article to mention). I 
me). The police were there not to cannot believe that anyone who 
hassle, not to ticket, but to keep attended the Toyota Long Beach 
--
.. -
Ontario, ('A 
Permll No. I 
Grand Prix could have any scn-
ous complaints. This was a 
"class act" tf e>cr I saw one---
not only because Toyota and their 
partners spent a lot of money, but 
because of the attttude--the good 
kind 
A ttp ofthts reporter's cap for 
a Job well done---1 \\OUid lo-.e 
to be a guest next year and expe-
rience all of the above again -
please. Just a note to add that 
many scholarshtps were granted 
and many local Long Beach char-
ities benefited from this racing 
event. Yes. tt \~as a win-wm for 
c>eryone. but cspectally for me. 
Special 
Sections 
Clost Up 
('arlo Poatl Jr. 
Special 
lnlud Emplrt HOUIID& 
Mlttttil 
"Nonullzbt( 
... , 
l'lael7 
DeVry University 
Appoints Dean 
· Colton location to Offer 
Undergraduate, Graduate 
Degrees in Busine ss, Tecltnology 
a nd Manageme nt 
DeVry University has 
named Victor LeBiue dean of its 
new Inland Empire location. 
scheduled to open July in 
Colton. LeBlue has been 
involved in higher education as 
an administrator for nearly 20 
years serving in academic serv-
ices, admissions and career 
continued on page 26 
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Every Friday 
REACHING THE HEART OF OUR COMMUNITIES 
R. C. Photography 
8560 Vineyard Avenue, Ste. 508 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91 730 
909/989-1 I 65 
wv.. ,m 
E-mail: RCPhototwo@ ol corn 
Weddings 
Family Portraits 
Corporate Events 
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Happy Travelers Last Year 
www.lawa.org 
wal~e 
Mercedes-Benz 
;\1a) 2006 
Survey of Small 
Business Owners in 
California Shows Some 
Confusion but 
General Support for 
Approach to Providing 
Health Care 
A survey conducted by 
Small Business California, a 
non-profit and non-partisan 
research and advocacy group, 
shows strong support for the 
Massachusetts approach to pro-
viding health care. Among 
those that clearly understood the 
proposal, the plan garnered 
overwhclmmg maJOnty 
approval among small busmcss 
owners surveyed. 
"I believe this survey shows 
us that California small busi-
ness-owners arc willing to step 
up and be part of the solution, 111 
terms of providing health care 
as long as It IS affordable and 
reasonably implemented," said 
Scott Hauge, president of Small 
Busmess California and small 
business owner. 
The snap poll \\as respond-
ed to by approximately I '50 
respondents of Small 
Business California The 
survey did show some confu-
sion about the mandates of the 
program. For example, some 
small business owners thought 
the cost was $295 per month, it 
is actually $295 per year and 
that it is an mdividual mandate 
that the employer contributes to, 
not a mandate for the employer 
to provide msurance. 
"Clearly more educatiOn 
needs to be done but if small 
business owners understand the 
provisions of the Massachusetts 
approach, there is strong sup-
port," said Hank Ryan, execu-
tive director of Small Business 
California. Due to the competi-
tive nature of acquiring the best 
employees, it is the belief of the 
leadership of Small Business 
California that employers would 
not be tempted to drop their 
existing coverage in favor of 
making the smaller annual con-
tribution. -
continued on page 20 
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Small-Business Hiring: 
Summer Help May Come With IRS Penalties 
Will your ktds work for 
you this summer? Your 
daughter's college friend? 
A neighbor's high-schooler? 
Unless you want your 
summer help to come with 
an IRS audit or a call from 
the Department of Labor 
(DOL), you had better know 
the rules, advises the 
American Institute of 
Professional Bookkeepers 
(AIPB). 
"Your employees may go 
on vacation, but the IRS and 
DOL do not---they are going 
to fully enforce their rules 
when you hire your kids, 
students or other temps," 
warns AIPB Co-President 
Steve Sahlein. "If you make 
bers, they must pay their 
children the mimmum 
wage." 
Another example: "If 
you hire your children and 
own 100% of your sole pro-
prietorship or partnership, 
you don't have to withhold 
Social Security taxes from 
the kids, but you do have to 
withhold federal income tax 
and give your kids a W-2," 
Sahlein says. 
"Some rules help busi-
ness owners, but only if you 
know them," he says. 
For example, if you give 
employees July 4th as a 
paid holiday, must you give 
it to your summer help too? 
What about health insur-
a mistake---such as failing r:;:-"":""7'~-:;-";:=;;;::;-;:~Pi~ 
to withhold the right taxes 
on a summer replacement 
because 'they arc just kids'-
-- you can get hit with I 00% 
liability for the employer 
and employee taxes not 
withheld, plus interest, plus 
penalties." 
By comparison, DOL 
penalties for failing to pay 
summer employees properly 
seem almost mild, Sahlein 
says, at back pay plus penal-
ties. 
"The IRS and DOL don't 
care how tricky the rules 
are; they are going to fully 
enforce them," Sahlein 
warns. 
Sahlein gives an example 
of how tricky the rules can 
be. "If parents are the I 00% 
owners of the business, they 
need not pay immediate 
family members the mini-
mum wage---but if they reg-
ularly hire nonfamily mem-
• 2 Lasers on Site 
·State OfThe Art Equipment 
• CK & Traditional LASIK 
ance? Tax-free parking or 
commutation? "The answer 
in each case is no," Sahlem 
says. "You don't have to 
give temporary or part-time 
summer help paid holidays 
or other benefits, but this 
should be stated in a written 
company policy, and that 
policy should include a defi-
nition of a full-time v. part-
time v. temporary employ-
ee." 
To help employers avoid 
costly fines and penalties, 
AIPB has put together a free 
report, "Rules for Hiring and 
Paying Summer Help," 
available by e-mailing 
info@aipb.org. 
PROFESSIONAl 
Qr "'1/TY 
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PORTER'S 
PRIME STEAK HOUSE 
uServing an extraordinary dining experience." 
Porter's is proud to feature USIJA Prime Midwestern Beef, the highest 
quality and most flavorful steaks available, along with exceptional Fresh 
Seafood and Chops. Experience Porter's specialty martinis and extens1vc 
wine list. Aiter dinner enjoy your favorite cognac, port or a selection from our 
tantalizing dessert menu. Semi-private dining room available. Reservations 
required. Located in the DoubleTree Hotel Ontario. Serving lunch Tuesday 
through Friday, Sunday brunch, and dinner seven nights a week. For 
reservations call: (909) 418-4808 
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Cal State San Bernardino Technology Office 
Funds Help for First Responders 
GEM Power's 11intelligent battery <:harger" passes test with Redlands PD 
Using a novel technology 
that lets battencs "pull" a charge 
on an as-needed-only basts from 
another direct current power 
source, Redlands firm GEM 
Power LLC has passed a rigor-
ous field trial with the city's 
police department. GEM Power 
provided three prototype charg-
ing units to Redlands PO and 
over a 30-day period, officers 
used the chargers in their squad 
cars and in the station to keep 
their portable radio batteries 
reliably charged at all times. 
According to Redlands 
police Lieutenant Btll Cranfill. 
"Th1s new chargmg system is 
rugged. reliable, fast and even 
looks like it will add to battery 
life, because it never over- or 
undercharges. Our o!Ticcrs now 
want units in all our squad cars.'' 
This compact DC -DC unit 
can be mounted m police and 
fire vehicles and can charge a 
variety of electronic gear carried 
by the first responders. using the 
vehicle's battery as the source. 
This technology has been devel-
oped with help from a grant 
made by the Office of 
Technology Transfer and 
Commercialization (OTTC) at 
Cal State San Bernardino. 
OTIC makes grants following 
competitive solicitations for pro-
posals at various times during 
the year. The funds come from 
the Office of Naval Research's 
Center for the 
Commercialization of Advanced 
The Natural 
Meeting Choice 
Technology. 
OTTC interim executive 
director Dr. AI Mariam says, 
"GEM Power is a shinmg exam-
ple of how our program IS able 
to help Inland Empire technolo-
gy fmns bring new, advanced 
technologies to market. The 
company is now soliciting bids 
for production of its charger 
units, to identify manufacturing 
sources and partners to begin its 
commercialization phase of the 
first responder chargers." 
GEM Power has received 
three grants from the Cal State 
San Bernardino program since 
2003, with most of the money 
going to prototype development, 
tcstmg and evaluation. OTIC 
receives Department of Defense 
funds through the Office of 
l\.aval Research's Center for 
Commercialization of Advanced 
Technology (CCAT) program. 
OTIC then manages the grant 
process which helps firms to get 
down what is usually called "the 
last mile" in the commercializa-
tion process. 
GEM Power company presi-
dent John James says, "Thanks 
to the CCAT funding we got 
through OTTC, we've been able 
to take a technology we original-
ly developed for military usc to 
charge aircraft batteries and 
adapt it for use by first respon-
ders, like police, fire and para-
medics. OTIC funds paid for 
the prototype units used in the 
Redlands PO field trial along 
with input from other public 
agencies gave GEM Power the 
valuable feedback. GEM began 
the charger design utilizing first 
responders' inputs, and the field 
testing is a continuation of 
GEM's belief that users are part 
of the product development 
cycle." 
The "Intelligent Battery 
Charger" works by adding a 
computer chip and a sophisticat-
ed software program that pro-
actively checks the battery every 
two seconds to check on its con-
dillon and provide addttional 
charging as needed. Rather than 
PUBLISHED BY 
Dail) Planet CommunK.-dllon.,, In< 
having the charger "force feed" 
the battery, the GEM Power sys-
tem lets the battery itself control 
how it's charged. This typically 
results in several key benefits: 
(I) charging is faster, up to twice 
as fast as with so-called "rapid 
chargers"; (2) batteries never get 
either overcharged or underex-
isted. 
Real change happens m an 
instant. lt happens the moment 
you decide to change. 
If you truly want to be dif-
ferent tomorrow than you are 
continued on page 39 
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CLOSE-UP 
(ARLO PONTI JR.: A MAN AND HIS MUSIC 
... The son of Osc~ 
winning actress Sophia' 
Loren says "/Love ... 
San Bernardino! " 
Director and conductor of 
the San Bernardino Sympony 
tells the Business Journal, "I 
Love San Bernardmol" That 
might not seem like an odd state-
ment, except that the maestro. 
Carlo Ponti Jr. is the son of a 
famous Italian film director and 
an Oscar-\\ inning actress. 
He could live anywhere. In 
fact. he has held the baton before 
some of the greatest orchestras 
in Europe. Still he speaks with 
pride of the performers of San 
Bernardino. Bringing talented 
people together to bring the 
music together is why he began 
conducting in the first place. 
Carlo Ponti Jr. has rapidly 
established himself on the inter-
national scene as one of the most 
Imaginative of his generation of 
conductors. 
He speaks humbly, however, 
of his own time as a performer. 
specifically as a pianist. He 
claims that it just didn 't give him 
the adrenaline rush that conduct-
ing docs. 
Perhaps it docs not. Still we 
are told that he began studying 
piano in Paris and was a 
prize\\ inner in several competi-
tions including the 'Claude 
Khan.· Radio France and Paris 
'Bach' International Piano 
Competitions. 
Not a bad record. Maestro 
Ponti attended the Conductor's 
Institute in Hartford, CT under 
the direction of Harold 
Farberman, and subsequently 
received a master's degree in 
conducting from the University 
of California, Los Angeles. He 
has also privately studied with 
Maestros Zubin and Mehli 
Mehta, Maestro Andrcy 
Boreyko, and has worked at the 
Vienna Music Academy under 
Maestro Leopold Hager. 
Pont1's debut with the 
Russ1an auonal Orchestra in 
MosCO\\ met \\ 1th cnt1cal praise 
and led to his appomtmcnt in 
2000 as the Russian NatiOnal 
Orchestra's associate conductor. 
In January 200 I. Ponti was 
named mu ·1c director and pnn-
Cipal conductor of the San 
Bernardino Symphony 
Orchestra, a position recently 
extended through the 2009 20 I 0 
season. In this post, he has 
attracted 
much att..:n-
tion for rais-
ing the artis-
tic level of 
the orches-
tra. broaden-
ing its audi-
ence base, 
and inno'va-
ti,·c pro-
gramming. 
Car I o 
Ponti, Jr. Is 
m demand 
as guest con-
ductor and 
has appeared 
with, among others, the Slovak 
Philharmonic Orchestra, the 
Orchestre Philhannonique de 
Strasbourg in France, the 
Orchestra Del Maggio Musicale 
Fiorentino, the Orquesta 
Sinfonica de Galicia and 
Orquesta de Valencia Ill Spain, 
the Simon Bolivar Symphony 
Orchestra in Venezuela, Vienna's 
Pro Arte Orchestra, the Ural 
Philharmonic Orchestra and 
Moscow Chamber Orchestra in 
Russia. 
He has conducted at such 
prestigious international music 
festivals as Festival Vancouver 
in Canada, the Festival d' 
Echternach in France, the 
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, the 
Bratislava Spring Music Festival 
in Slovakia, the Festival 
Internacional de Musica de 
Villena in Spain and at the Koln 
Musik Triennale in Germany. 
Additional performance 
invitations include the Nizhni-
oYgorod Symphony Orchestra 
m Russia, the Orchestra del 
Teatro La Fenice and the 
Orchestra di Ban in Italy, the 
Luxembourg Philharmonic, the 
Czech National Symphony, the 
Winnipeg Symphony, the North 
Arkansas Symphony Orchestra 
and the Jenaer and Bremer 
Philharmomes 111 Germany 
Having Just recently present-
ed an afternoon performance of 
mo\ ie themes. he confesses a 
respect for 
such film 
music \\ nters 
as John 
Williams and 
D a n n y 
Elfman. 
Elfman, you 
may know 
came out of 
an eighties 
group called 
Oingo-
Boingo, but 
he is now in 
demand as a 
film scorer. 
P o n t 1 
believes that I:.lfman is a great 
composer of"superhero themes" 
having given us both Batman 
and Spiderman. 
Elfman also won an Oscar 
for h1s "Chicago" score. 
Ponti believes that such film 
composers as Elfman, John 
Williams and Henry Mancini 
may well become the revered 
composers whose music will be 
performed decades from now. 
In discussing such a concept 
with the Journal he pomted out 
that what the composer scores 
for the soundtrack, is not what 
you find on the "soundtrack 
CD." 
For marketing purposes, hit 
songs are put into the film to sell 
the recordings, but they are not 
really the soundtrack score. 
Carlo Ponti Jr. is committed 
to encouraging and educating 
young talent and, in addition to 
regularly holding master classes 
in orchestral conducting for stu-
dents of all ages. has been im I l-
ed to work and perforn1 \\ 1th 
leadmg Youth Orchestras such 
a~ the Amencan Youth 
Symphony, the UCLA 
Philharmonia and the Young 
Musicians' foundation 
Orchestra m the United States 
ln San Bernardino, he tn\ lies 
local school orchestras to per-
form as a part of the program. 
He potnted out to us some of 
the business aspects of the pro-
grams that he puts together for 
the symphony. His orchestra can 
run from about 40 p..:rfonners up 
to nearly 60 dcpendmg on the 
demands of the piece b..:mg per-
formed. Then too. something 
demanding, like the 1812, which 
requires cannons and bells, can 
be a very costly stagmg. These 
things come 111 to play \\hen 
deciding what \\ill be part of the 
program. 
There ts also the mi.x of 
music to consider 
Pontl has mcludcd in the cur-
rent season music from e\eryonc 
from Beethoven to Stevie 
Wonder. Th1s IS destgned to 
attract as broad a range of music 
lovers as possible. lie adds, 
speaking of that range, that the 
music of any composer must be 
inviOlate. It 1s possibly the 
arrangement that needs tweak-
ing, but never the original score. 
As for such things as the 
recent movie theme program, he 
does not hke to call it a 
"Children's Concert," even 
though the music consists of G-
rated movie music. It is a concert 
for the young and the young at 
heart. 
Watching Ponti, as we did on 
that Saturday afternoon in April, 
walking back and forth in back 
of the California Theater, hum-
ming the music to himself, we 
had to conclude that Ponti him-
self will be young at heart for a 
long time to come. 
It would not be pretentious 
to say that the talent of Carlo 
Ponti Jr. is one of the treasures of 
the Inland Empire. 
The William Fo:-;. Group is preparing to break ground at 
a second Rialto business park. The Lilac/Rialto business 
park will include eight buildings between l 0,225 and 
17,060 sf for a total of more than 95,000 sf. The prOJCCt 
will mclude 22-foot cetlings and oversized rollup doors, 
which will easily accommodate manufacturers as \\ell as a 
variety of other businesses. For more information call 
Todd Launchbaugh or John Mulrooney at (909) 989-7771. 
ProLogts has signed new leases totaling more than 1.5 
million sf at several sites in the Inland Empire. The five 
leases vary in size from 180,000 to 439,000 square feet at 
various new and existing ProLogis properties in both San 
Bernardino and Riverside counties. The leases were all 
signed in the fourth quarter of last year. Customers mclude 
Burlington Coat Factory, CKE Restaurants, Simpson 
Manufacturing Inc , and an unidentified major US-based 
transportation company. Most recently the company 
signed a lease with Ashley Furniture Industries Inc. of 
Arcadia, Wisconsm, one of the largest manufacturers of 
home-furnishing products m the country, for the use of a 
683,000 sf faciltty at the Prologts Park in Redlands. The 
Prologis Park ts located withm the Redlands Busmess 
Center, and covers more than 2.6 million sf of indu<>trial 
space that's either completed or under construction. 
Basic 21 stgned a I 0-year lease for 3,825 sf for a total 
consideration of approximately $1,104,354 at the Lake 
Elsinore City Center. Basic 21 is expected to open in early 
May 2006. This is an additional location for Basic 21, 
which is based in Murrieta. 
In Pomona, a partnership of the Genesis Real Estate 
Fund Il and Seventh Street Development, has acqUired 
20.6 acres of land at a shuttered plant formerly occupied by 
General Dynamics. The partnership plans to develop a 
380,000 sf industrial park called Miss ion-71 Business 
Park. The site is fully entitled and has been subdivided mto 
22 parcels. The Genesis Real Estate Fund II, which is man-
aged by Shamrock Capital Advisors, committed $85 mil-
lion in equity money. The fund invests only in job-creating 
real estate developments around Southern California. 
Genesis' investment will finance the acqUisition and dc\el-
opment of the site into 19 buildings, ranging in size from 
13,000 sf to 70,000 sf. The buildings are expected to be 
completed in two phases over the next 30 months and ulti-
mately will be sold to owner-users for warehousing and/or 
light manufacturing. continued on page 16 
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2006 BOOK Of LIST 
America's #I RV Dealer 
Bob Barouti was doing bust-
ness in Upland in the early eight-
ies. He had a car lot on Foothill. 
Leasing was the name of the 
game at the time, until the laws 
changed. Dealerships demanded 
that they be the only businesses 
that could lease cars. 
Barouti had about six RVs 
in the back of the lot, and, as he 
describes it. the RVs, "like 
Pacman," began to take over. Six 
became 12 and the business 
evolved. 
With growth came opportuni-
ty. As he bought property for 
expansion, he began to look at 
other sites as well. The city of 
Colton invited him to be a part of 
their new American RV Expo, 
and the Giant Inland Empire RV 
site grew to be the biggest dealer 
on the lot. 
Soon he found a few acres 
just off of the freeway and moved 
out on his own. Land became 
available in Murrieta, and that 
city welcomed him with open 
arms and signage variances. The 
fact that the Murrieta-Temecula 
area has grown so much over the 
past decade has just added to his 
success. 
As business got better, he 
found himself taking over other 
RV dealerships. Thus the original 
name of Giant Inland Empire RV 
had to be shortened. This was not 
unlike the former Chino Valley 
Bank, now Citizens Business 
Bank. That's worth mentioning 
because Barouti speaks very 
highly of his relationship with 
that financial institution. 
Obviously, having a good banker 
is essential to any growing busi-
ness. 
Today Giant RV has dealer-
ships in Colton, Corona, Irvine, 
Montclair, Murrieta and Palm 
Desert. Barouti tells the Business 
Journal that they are rapidly out-
growing the Palm Desert location 
and have recently acquired 
-=reage in Indio. 
AI with Citizens Business 
Bank, Stater Bros. and Cal Spas, 
the company 's growth has not 
taken the headquarters out of the 
Inland Empire. They have, how-
ever, had to move their headquar-
ters from the Foothill location in 
Upland to a freeway visible site 
along Interstate I 0 in Montclair. 
Mountain View Chevrolet 
was quick to take over the 
Upland property, which included 
a landmark house. Giant RV, in 
the meantime, found the new 
location brought with it a great 
rise in business. 
One of the key elements of 
the company's success has been 
the Corona POl facility. This 
came out of Barouti's determina-
tion that his service department 
should be able to focus on cus-
tomer service; not fixing the 
manufacturer 's mistakes. 
The pre-delivery inspection 
center checks everything out 
before the units are accepted for 
delivery. The crews check every-
thing from tire pressure to 
cracked windows. One team 
checks all of the electronics, 
including fuses and wiring. One 
team flushes the grey and black 
water tanks. Since these tanks are 
new, they are fresh and unused; 
Giant RV recycles the clean 
flushed water as a conservation 
point. Leaks are unacceptable. 
That includes any leaks, such as 
gas, oil and fresh water. 
According to Barouti, the old sys-
tem allowed deliverers to show 
up late, drop off an RV and get a 
signature from somebody in a 
burry to get home. Now with the 
POI center, the driver knows he'll 
have to wait until the checklist is 
complete before the unit is 
accepted. Any required repairs 
are billed to the manufacturer. 
They also take the time for a 
full walkthrough of the units for 
new owners. While car dealers 
may send you off with just a new 
set of keys, Giant RV makes sure 
that "you are ready to hit the open 
road!" 
Does a system like thts have a 
payoff? Indeed! While the nation-
al average for customer satisfac-
tion runs somewhere in the six-
ties, Giant RV can boast a 98 per-
cent satisfaction rate. Giant RV 
also runs an Internet department 
for owners and shoppers. They 
claim the site has even generated 
sales from as far away as 
England. 
Then there IS the question of 
politics and the economy. 
Since 9-11 people have been 
hesitant to travel overseas---
Europe, and the Middle East 
especially. Just about any foreign 
location carries with it the threat 
of insurgents and bombers. 
Driving the family to the Grand 
Canyon never looked so inviting. 
To add to the incentives of inter-
state travel, the RV industry has 
been working hard in the devel-
opment of RV parks. Not the old 
KOA camps, but fancy new facil-
ities with restaurants and lounges 
and park amenities for the whole 
family. 
In order to be a part of this, 
Giant RV has formed their own 
family travel club, scheduling 
events and rallies throughout the 
year. "We dance, we sing, we 
play, we learn, and we make 
many new friends at each event," 
says the brochure. 
The issue of $3 gas, accord-
ing to Barouti, is not an issue. 
Yes, gas today is expensive, but 
he stressed to the Journal that the 
more important issue is supply. 
"There is no shortage," he 
declares. Add to that the fact that 
of all of the gas one family may 
burn up in a year, the total RV 
fuel bill in that period of time will 
hardly make a difference. Yes, 
gas costs more today than it did 
last year, but so does jet fuel. You 
can expect higher travel expenses 
no matter how you go. 
Having watched the industry 
advance over the last two plus 
decades, Bob Barouti admits to 
an armual amazement. Every year 
new models roll into hts dealer-
ship and every year he IS amazed 
at the new items that have been 
added to the adventure. 
When asked about the most 
important advance over that peri-
od of time, Barouti answers, " the 
slide-out." Units that can add 
square footage to the floor plan 
by sliding out a side wing have 
revolutionized the industry. They 
were seen as remarkable when 
they first came out. Now, says 
Barouti, they are virtually 
required features. 
There is one last point that 
Barouti felt compelled to make. 
That would be the Giant RV 
employee. Many members of the 
Barouti family work for the com-
pany, including Fred Barouti, 
Bob's son, who is now the 
Montclair manager. 
But even beyond that, Bob 
Barouti is proud to pomt out that 
many of the original dozen or so 
people from the Upland days, 
back in the eighties, are still with 
the company. Today, more than 
500 people are a part of the 
organization. Every one is impor-
tant to Bob Barouti. They are the 
people who got him where he is 
today. 
And where is that? Statistical 
Surveys Inc, a Michigan-based 
company that measures RV sales 
based on Department of Motor 
Vehicle sales, has announced that 
Giant RV is the number one RV 
dealer in all of the United States, 
having sold nearly 5000 units last 
year alone. In doing so they beat 
out the old champ, Lazydays of 
Florida. According to the Inland 
Valley Daily Bulletin, Giant RV's 
# 1 rating comes in a year when 
RV sales across the board were 
up. 
In 2005, over 380,000 RVs 
were shipped. Five years from 
now, it is estimated that that total 
will top half a million. 
Expect Bob Barouti and his 
family of people at Giant RV to 
be leading that parade. 
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INVESTMENTS & FINANCE 
DUFF & PHELPS/INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL 
THE GAINERS 
Top five, by percentage 
THE LOSERS 
Top five, by percentage 
Company Current Beg. of Point o/cChange 
Close Month Change 
Modtech Holdtngs Inc. 10.84 8.75 2.09 23.9';(. 
American States Water Co 40.65 37.36 3.29 8.8% 
PFF Bancorp lnL 34.60 33.7 1 0.89 2.6';( 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc 11 .82 11.73 0.09 0.8'il 
CYB Finam:ial Corp 17.00 17. 10 -0. 10 -0.6'1r 
Ticker 4121/0(l 
Clow Price 
American States Water Co H AWR 40.65 
Channell Commercial Corp (L) CHNL 3.77 
CVB Financial Cor CVBF 17.00 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc FLE 10.4'i 
Foothill Independent Bancorp FOOT 25.84 
HOT Topic Inc (L) HOTT 14.:13 
Keystone Automotive Ind. Inc KEYS 
Modtech Holdin s Inc MOOT 
National RV Holdings Inc NVH 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc PPBI 
PFF Bancorp Inc (H) PFB 
Provident Financial Hldg (H) PROV 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc WPI 
Company 
Channell Commercial Corp 
Provident Financial Hldg 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 
Nallonal RV Holdings Inc 
Keystone Automotive Ind. Inc 
3131/06 '< Chg. 52 Week 
Open Price :\lonth. High 
17 .. 16 8.8 41.48 
5.00 -24.6 10.25 
17. 10 -0.6 17.55 
11.17 -6.4 13.69 
26.09 -1.0 27.07 
14.50 -1.2 22.89 
Current Beg. of Point %Change 
Change Close Month 
1.77 'i.OO -1.23 -24.6'k 
29.48 12.60 -3. 12 -9.6'7r 
5.85 6.40 -0.55 -8.6'7r 
10.45 II 17 -0.72 -6.4'}( 
41.49 42.21 -1.02 -2.4o/c 
52 Week Current PIE Exchange 
Lo" Ratio 
24.8 1 26.2 NYSE 
3.45 NM NASDAQ 
13.44 19.0 NASDAQ 
7.33 ~M NYSE 
19.16 20 7 NASDAQ 
28. 1 NASDAQ 
NASDAQ 
NASDA 
NYSE 
NASDAQ 
NYSE 
NASDAQ 
NYSE 
Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month. (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the nation's leading investment bank-
ing and financial advi sory organizations. All 
s tock data on this page is provided by Duff & 
Phelps. LLC from sources deemed reliable. 
No recommendatiOn is intended or implied. 
(31 0) 284-8008. 
Five Most Active Stocks 
Stock 
HOT Topic Inc 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 
Fleetwood Enterpnses Inc 
CVB Financial Corp 
Month Volume 
14.424 ,562 
10,644.700 
7.598.300 
1,812,021 
Mod tech Holdings Inc I ,423,070 Total Volume 
40.612.341 
Monthly Summary 
4121/06 
Advances 
Declines 
Unchanged 
New Highs 
New Lows 
U.S. Senate to Vote on Most Important 
Small-Business Bill in 25 Years 
4 
9 
0 
3 
2 
Majority Leader Bill Frist has 
declared Health Care Week in the 
United States Senate. and it is 
expected S. 1955, the Health 
Insurance Marketplace 
Modernization and Affordability 
Act of 2006, will come up for a 
vote shortly afterwards. 
dent in the number of Americans 
without health care by allowing 
for the creation of Small-
Business Health Plans. SBHPs 
have passed the U.S. House of 
Representatives eight times, but 
have always died a slow death in 
the U.S. Senate---until now. 
California Senators Barbara 
Boxer and Dianne Feinstein will 
finally have an opportunity to 
lend Main Street. C A, mom-and-
pop firms a hand with their No. I 
worry: the cost and availability 
of health care for themselves and 
their employees. President Bush 
has indicated he would sign 
SBHP legislation into law should 
it ever reach his desk. 
27 million of them arc small-
business owners, small-business 
employees, or dependents of 
small businesses with less than 
I 00 workers. 
While immigration is com-
manding all the attention at the 
moment, S.l955 will affect many 
more Americans than decisions 
about the nation's borders will. 
S.l955 would put the first real 
Each day this work week, 
NFIB will send out a factoid on 
health care as a lead up to next 
week's very important Senate 
floor vote. More information 
about SBHPs can be found at 
www.sbhpsnow.com. 
Of the estimated 44 million 
Americans without health care. 
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COMMENTARY 
THE DEATH OF RETAIL CIGAR STORES IN 
CALIFORNIA? 
New California initiative will raise state tax rate to 135 percent 
By Rich Perelman, 
A uth01; "Perelman:~ Pocket Cyclopedia of Cigars" 
A looming time bomb is ticking, which if it explodes in 
November. may close many of the reta il tobacco stores in the 
state of California. 
It goes by the name of "The Tobacco Tax Act of 2006." 
The latest initiative to come from the anti-tobacco lobby, this 
bill seeks primarily to ra ise the tax on cigarettes by 13 cents a 
piece or $2.60 per pack. The state already has an 87 cents per 
pack tax and the resulting $3.4 7 per pack rate would be the high-
est in the nation. 
The measure creates a "Tobacco Tax of2006 Trust Fund" in 
the state treasury, which in tum will fund a variety of health pro-
grams such as research and a variety of anti-tobacco advertising 
and promotional ventures for state and local government use. 
But the insidious nature of thi s proposition is that Cal ifo rnia 
is the only state which links its tax on cigarettes to what are 
known as "other tobacco products" ("OTP" ). These inc lude 
cigars, pope tobacco, smokeless, little cigars and roll-your-own 
cigarettes. It is this aspect of the proposition which will destroy 
California's smokeshops. While the tax rate is not specified in 
the proposition, the state's Board of Equalization would be 
required to impose a tax rate "equivalent" to the rate on ciga-
rettes. 
California cigar retailers already face a heavy tax burden of 
46.76 percent of the wholesale price of cigars before they ever 
hit their humidor. So, a box of 25 cigars which has a wholesale 
price of $100, costs the retailer $146.76 before it goes on the 
shelves. Instead of selling the box for the normal mark-up, at 
$200, the box goes on sale for $246.76 or more. Needless to say, 
such taxes have destroyed most of the "box business" at retail-
ers throughout the state. 
But it will get considerably worse if the Tobacco Tax Act of 
2006 passes. From 46.76 percent, the tax will likely rise to 135 
percent according to Charles Janigian, president of the 
California Association of Retail Tobacconists (CART). So that 
box of cigars that cost $100 wholesale will sit on a retailer's 
shelf at $235 before a penny is added to pay for rent, staff, insur-
ance, supplies or, dare we even consider, profit. Forgetting the 
box business completely, a cigar, which costs $5 retail today, 
would cost at least $6.70 if the proposition passes. And that's 
not the worst of it. 
The measure includes a "back tax" to collect this increased 
amount on all existing floor stock as of Jan. 1, 2007. Janigian 
estimates that such a tax would be at an 88 percent rate, mean-
ing that smokeshops would be required to send the state a check 
for 88 percent of the value of their tobacco products in the store 
u of next Jan. 1, less than two months after the proposition 
would have passed. 
" Most fu ll-service tobacconists carry about $200,000 in 
[tobacco product] inventory," noted Janigian in an inten ie\\ last 
week. That means that most will face the follov.ing choices: 
• Pay the state as much as $176,000 for the tax on their exist-
ing inventory, a staggering sum for a business wh ich may do $1 
mi llion a year in gross revenues, or 
• Sell the inventory to the walls, more or less at wholesale 
prices, by Dec. 3 1 of this year and lose about $75-100,000 m 
revenue. or 
• Close the store and do something else. 
A lready, talk is ci rculating about a nationally respected 
California retailer who has given up and is actively working to 
sell hi s store. More will certainly follow. 
The irony is that while Californians may \Ole for this dra-
conian tax measure, it \\ill simply collect less and less money 
over time and lead to (I ) an enormous increase in black-market 
activity in cigarettes and (2) for cigar smokers, more and more 
purchases in interstate commerce from merchants outside of 
California . 
Janigian also notes that from the cigar point of view, the state 
is simply forfeiting money. "We have estimated that because of 
the current (46.76 percent] tax rate, the state is losing $30 mil-
lion a year in excise and sales tax revenue," he said. "Over the 
seven-year history of the tax since 1998, the state has lost at 
least $2 10 million." And if this new tax measure passes, it wi ll 
lose more. Not that the anti-tobacco crowd cares, as the fund ing 
from cigarettes w ill be in the billions. 
To get on the Nov. 7 ballot, initiative backers had to gather 
about 599,000 signatures and Janigian believes they have done 
so. "I know they have stopped gathering signatures," he said . 
Assuming that enough valid signatures have been collected and 
the measure is on the ballot, the question is whether the state 's 
voters will once again punish smokers for consuming a perfect-
ly legal product. 
The number of smokers in California is one of the lowest in 
the nation at about 16.6 percent of the adult population, but even 
at that figure, is greater than the number of votes it took to elect 
current Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger. The current tax 
measure, Prop. I 0, passed by an eyelash with just 50.1 percent 
of the vote in 1998. Smokers and those who recognize that - in 
a state with enormous debt, a well-deserved anti-business repu-
tation and serious problems with an exploding population, mid-
dling school achievement and a crumbling infrastructure, there 
are better ways to spend time and effort than to punish smokers 
- must band together to defeat this measure. 
The cigar store - those few that are left - is worth saving. 
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IEHP Service Tops the I.E. and the State 
health plans m Riverside and San Bernardino Counties participating 
m the Healthy Fam1lies Program, IEHP is the only plan that scored 
significantly above state average for two measures. 
State reports from 2004 mdicatc that IEHP, Inland Emp1rc Health 
Plan, 1s a top performer in many preventative care sef\ 1ces delivering 
to the Healthy Families Program Members m San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties. 
The preventative care services arc measured through HE-DIS 
(Health Employer Data and InformatiOn Set), a natwnal standardiZed 
measurement for quality of care delivered by health plans. 
IEHP ranked first in California for Well Child Visits (detection of 
potential health problems for children ages 3-6 years). IEHP also 
ranked first m the Inland Empire for childhood immunizations (pre-
ventative hcalthcare, vaccmcs and shots for children up to age t\o\o), 
and Adolescent Well-Care Visits (detecting changes in physical. socml 
and emotional health for children ages 12-21 years). Out of seven 
COMMENTAKY 
Name of the Game 
h\'Joe Lyons 
It has happened again The politically correct NCAA has banned 
the team names of three colleges as being racially bent against Native 
Amencans. The amazing thing is that the North Dakota team m ques-
tion has the support of the tribal nation to use the name "F1ghting 
Sioux." 
Th1s 1ssuc keeps coming up and causes a lot of anger and con fu-
sion in the process. What is offensive? What is not') Names like 
Seminoles, Aztecs, or Apaches arc tribal names and should be carried 
with pride. Nobel names like Braves and Wamors should also be 
acceptable. 
I will concede that names like Savages or Rcdskins are of ques-
tionable background and can be subject to scmtiny. I doubt if we will 
ever sec a football team named the San Manuel Band of Mission 
Indians \arsity. 
But speaking of Indians, let me tell you of the roots of my 
beloved Cleveland team's name. About a hundred years ago, the 
Cleveland baseball club was named the Naps. But they acquired a 
full-blooded Penobscot Indian named Louis Sockalexis. In his time 
he was considered a greater ballplayer than Babe Ruth. Other cities 
came to quake when Cle\cland came to town with Sockalexis. 
The name Cleveland Indians came to be. and it remains today. as 
a tribute to one of the greatest forgotten players of the game. To 
change the name would be an insult to a great ballplayer. (Of course, 
the cartoon character of Chief Wahoo that Cleveland uses, which my 
wife thinks looks like Jimmy Carter, is another issue entirely.) It 
might be fa ir here to also mention the reputation of the Indian motor-
cycle. 
But to get back to the point. Football team names should be the 
last place where political correctness should prevail. No one com-
plains about the "Fighting Irish." There were questions when Rancho 
Cucamonga assumed the name of the Quakes. After all, natural dis-
asters cause deaths. But the University of Miami in Florida has no 
problem with the name Hurricanes. Besides, natural disasters don't 
vote. Then too, women 's teams, Title 9 notwithstanding, have no 
trouble with gender speci fic designations, like "Ladies of Troy." 
Let's move on. There are worse names. There arc bigger issues. 
And the language used in music movies and even TV today carries a 
lot more offense to it than some football team name. Besides, it's bad 
enough that so many tribal languages got lost back in the I ROOs .. 
Eliminating tribal names today should be seen as j ust as bad. 
JEHP also scored well above average with a 99 percent rating for 
Children's Access to Primary Care Practitioners (ages 12-24 months). 
Recently, IEHP also ranked first for quality care in I 0 of I I HE DIS 
measures m San Bernardino and Riverside County's Medi-Cal man-
aged care mdustry. 
"Our scores arc a collective ach1evement of all the contracted 
IEHP physicians." IEHP CEO Richard Bruno tells the Journal. "This 
recognition of excellence truly reflects their and our commitment to 
deliver quality health care. IEHP physicians have done a tremendous 
job in prov1ding mcd1cal seniccs to our Healthy Families Members." 
The healthcare philosoph1es of excellence set by NCQA and 
HEDIS arc stringent and complex, and earning the higher levels of 
success \erify an overall commitment to improve the quality of care 
delivery. "These results are proof of what a team effort can do. and the 
team at IEHP is second to none," said Dr. Bradley Gilbert. IEHP chief 
medical officer. "Everyone w1thin the IEHP organization and our net-
work of physicians take these scores very seriously. and we arc always 
thinking of positive ways to imprO\C our results." 
IEHP, Inland Empire Health Plan. a Knox-Keene licensed health 
plan, located m San Bernardino, is organized as a not-for-profit pub-
lic agency. The IEHP service area includes San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties and currently serves over 300.000 members in the 
following programs; Medicaid (called Medi-Cal in California). the 
Healthy Families Program, Healthy Kids, and the Commercial Plan. 
The National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) is a pri-
vate non-profit organization dedicated to improving health care qual-
ity. NCQA accred1ts and cert1fics a wide range of health care organi-
zations and manages the evolutiOn of HE DIS R., the performance 
measurement tool used by more than 90 percent of the nation's health 
plans. 
NCQA is committed to providing health care quality information 
through the Web and the media in order to help consumers. employ-
ers and others make more informed health care choices. 
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Leodrr>" (/998) and ("'anng ~n's Nrtwurk.s ( 1999). 
Colette Carlson 
Cd<ntC<vlsoft M.lo o..-......, -wlloilupUosilldniJr.oluo ,..U. 
.~w, ITflllt 10 Off/Uknlly Ml) ...,., din ....... ...., 10 ltiW twTWJIV """' money 
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THE PRE 
WOMEN & BUSINESS EXPO 
RECEPTION 
FOR YOU NETWORK 
(A NAFE Affiliate Network) 
MAY 11,2006 
6 P.M. - 9 P.M. 
DOUBLETREE HOTEL 
COST $30 
FOR TICKETS & INFORMATION 
Contact: Robbie Motter 
1 (888) 244 I 4420 
Southern California's 
Business-to-Business Mail Specialists 
What are you waiting for? 
Spending too much time on delivery issues? 
Let Messenger Club design a custom delivery solution-
just for you! For your company's needs. 
SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• Same Day Delivery • Spec1als Serv1ce 
• Next Day Delivery • Inter Company Bag Exchanges 
• Custom Delivery Systems • Parcel Delivery 
BENEFITS/FEATURES 
• One zone pricing throughout Southern California. 
• Flexible pick-up times as late as 7:00 p.m. 
• Guaranteed delivery times as early as 10:30 a.m. 
• Real-time e-mail confirmations. 
• Online order entry & tracking with personalized address books. 
• Customized reporting and billing options. 
• Volume discounts available. 
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Influx of Reloc:ating Companies Keeps Inland Empire 
Offic:e Market Tight 
The Riverside/San 
Bernardino office market will 
continue to thrive due to another 
year of healthy job growth. 
Strong office-using employment 
gains culminated into record con-
struction levels last year. 
Developers, responding to robust 
demand, have filled the planning 
pipeline with more than 4 million 
square feet of office space. 
Despite the increase in the con-
struction pipeline, heightened 
demand from companies expand-
ing inland to serve the growing 
population, will keep vacancy 
rates low. Rancho Cucamonga, 
in particular, will remain popular 
with expanding businesses due to 
the growing list of high-end retail 
centers and restaurants, as well as 
its proximity to the Ontario air-
port. As a result, vacancy in the 
submarket is expected to decline 
I 00 basis points to 7.3 percent by 
yearend. 
Strong market conditions will 
continue to pique the attention of 
hv Afarcus & Afillichap 
investors in 2006. Velocity 
increased modestly in 2005, 
while aggressive investors 
pushed the median price up 25 
percent to $152 per square foot 
and drove cap rates down 80 
basis points to an average of 6.8 
percent. While private buyers 
have accounted for most sales 
activity and the recent runup in 
prices, institutional investors are 
increasing their local presence, 
and there is a growing number of 
deals selling for more than $10 
million. Demand for large, 
investment-grade buildings has 
increased, as evidenced by a 
jump in prices of 27 percent over 
last year to $183 per square foot. 
Bolstered by another year of 
improving fundamentals and 
strong net absorption, the Corona 
area remains an investor favorite 
due to its proximity to Orange 
County. Prices in the area 
increased 29 percent last year to 
$151 per square foot, with sever-
al properties trading near $200 
per square foot in Riverside. 
Forecasts: 
Rent Forecast: With 
market conditions becoming 
tighter, owners in the Inland 
Empire will be able to increase 
rents at an accelerated pace and 
reduce concessions. Asking rents 
are expected to increase 5 percent 
to $20.36 per square foot by year 
end. Effective rents are forecast 
to rise 6 percent to $17.50 per 
square foot. 
Investment Forecast: 
Investors looking for smaller 
Class B/C properties with upside 
potential should explore the 
Colton/San Bernardino/Redlands 
submarket. Rising revenues, 
combined with substantial room 
for price appreciation, will keep 
investors active in the area. 
• Employment Forecast: 
Strong gains in nonfarm employ-
ment are expected this year, with 
employers poised to add 40,000 
workers, an increase of 3.4 per-
cent. Office-using firms will 
expand payrolls 4.6 percent, 
adding more than 8,600 JObs. 
• Construction Forecast: 
While completions will slow in 
the Inland Empire office market 
this year, the construction 
pipelines remains full. Builders 
are expected to deliver 800,000 
square feet of office space in 
2006 after completing 1.1 million 
square feet last year. 
Vaca ncy Forecast: 
Employment growth will gener-
ate sufficient office demand to 
keep pace with this year's new 
supply. As a result, vacancy is 
expected to end 2006 at 9.1 per-
cent, equivalent to the year-end 
2005 figure. 
2006 NOI Rank: 3, Up I 
Place. Strong demand for office 
space in Riverside-San 
Bernardino will result in one of 
the nation's highest levels of 
effective rent growth. 
The Dreaded Letter From the IRS 
Have you ever gotten a letter 
regarding your tax return from 
the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS)? It doesn't exactly create a 
warm, fuzzy feeling. In fact, IRS 
mail often conjures up a feeling 
of dread. some of which is not 
warranted. The first actions to 
take when receiving such a letter 
are to remain calm and read the 
correspondence. Ignoring it is the 
most common way taxpayers 
increase any problems. 
Letters from the IRS gen-
erally fall into the following cate-
gories: 
• They ask minor questions 
or seek additional information. 
• They send a refund. 
• They notify you of an 
edjustmeat on your return. 
• They confirm ... address 
change. 
• They schedule an appoint-
ment for an audit. 
"In our experience, less than 
one percent of the correspon-
dence our clients receive ever end 
up with an audit and over 90 per-
cent can be handled with no 
money ever being paid to the 
IRS," relates Dawn J. Renner, 
CPA, MBA of Minnetonka, MN 
about her tax and business 
clients. 
Keep in mind that the IRS 
never initiates correspondence 
with taxpayers via e-mail. There 
have been fraudulent attempts to 
extract personal information 
under the guise of collecting 
information "from the IRS." Any 
IRS e-mail notices should be sus-
pect, so do not respond to any e-
mail before calling the IRS at 
800.829.1040 to verify validity. 
This year has been an especially 
bad year, with many fraudulent e-
mail notes soliciting information 
by promising tax refunds. 
When you receive the IRS 
mail correspondence, look at both 
sides of any pages carefully to 
determine any action needed. 
"Look at the back of the 
letter/explanation. One taxpayer 
called and said he received a let-
ter stating he had $3,750 addi-
tional (unreported) income and 
he owed $5,000 in tax. The back 
of the letter contained the expla-
nation of another $11 ,500 of 
unreported income that he com-
pletely missed!" alerts Marilyn 
Meredith, an NATP tax profes-
sional in Port Huron, MI. 
Find the tax year to which 
the correspondence refers fre-
quently it is for a past year, not 
current. Read the text to sec what 
is at issue, and compare it to your 
tax return for the year in question. 
Sometimes you may agree with 
the information and no further 
action is necessary. However, if 
you do not agree, you may need 
to take the necessary steps to get 
the issue resolved, which may 
include writing to the IRS with 
specific documentation to sup-
port your claim. If you need to 
respond, ALWAYS keep copies 
of all correspondence. 
Instructions should be clear-
ly spelled out within the corre-
spondence, including phone 
continued on page 32 
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Compan) '•me 
Add""'' 
City/State/Zip 
I. Delta Dental Plan or Callromla 
100 F1rs1 S1. 
San Franc1sco. CA 94-104 
2. PMI Dental Health Plan 
12898 Towne Cemer Dr. 
Cemto,, CA 90703 
3. Hoopitallty Deotal Associates 
P.O. Bo• 6950 
San Bernardino. CA 92412 
4. Aetna t;S. Healtbcare 
I 0370 Commerce Center Dr. N230 
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730 
s. l'lldiiCare Deatal Uld VIsloa 
14471 Chambers Rd. 
Tustin. CA 92780 
6. WeiiPoint Dental Senices 
5155 Cammo Ruil, Ste. A 
Camarillo, CA 930 II 
7. Uolted Conrordla Compuies, Inc. 
21700 Oxnard St., 1500 
Woodland Hills. CA 9136 7 
8. Deotal Health Services 
3833 Atlantic Ave. 
Long Beach. CA 90807 
9. Safeguard Deatal PlaDs 
95 Enterprise 
Aliso Viejo. CA 92656 
10. Western Dental Ser>ices, Inc. 
530 S. Mam St. 
Omnge. CA 92868 
11. Goldea West Deatal & VIsloa 
888 W. Ventura Blvd. 
Camanllo. CA 93010 
12. ~rltas Managed Deatal Plan 
151 Kalmus Dr .. Ste. B 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
13. l'rotldlft Dallll c.e 
311 t Camino del Rio N .• Sre. 1000 
Sao Diego, CA 92108 
14. Slllilecaft Deatal Group 
18101 Von Karman. Ste. 750 
Irvine, CA 92612 
15. Sllle .... Dalllll'lla 
22144 Olnadlll sc. 
.._. HiUI, CA 91367 
~.nrollmenl: 
Inland Empire 
Company,.ide 
-100.200.000 
14.6 million 
126,449 
1.3 million 
124.000 
Member/PatienL• 
113,000 
13.6 m•lhon 
98.836 
800.000 
67,43-l 
1.328,168 
60.000 
6.500.000 
45.000 
90.()61 
39,629 
990.728 
38.300 
323.999 
25.704 
268,241 
11.405 
2.000.000 
2,000 
2 mill1011 
na 
.. 
31S,OOO 
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Dental Plans 
Nan/..1 d h\ lnlamllmtmt I molhm It/ 
Denti,t;: Parent Com pan} S.n ices Offered 
Inland f.mpire Headquarters 
Company,.ide \ear Founded I.E. 
12.()67 Delta Dtntal of CA PPO 
12 •. 181((' A only\ San FranCiscO. CA Fee·for-5ervlce 
IQ55 
2,207 Dolta Dtntal DHMO 
8,184 San Fmnci,co. CA ViSIOn 
1968 
18 Hospitality Dtntal Associates Network of Local Denusts. 
San Bernardino. CA Can Ass1st wnh PPO's and 
1971 Self-Insured Plans 
1,400+ Aetna. Inc. HMO.PPO 
16.000+ Hartford. Cf Fee for ServKe 
na 
093 PacifiCare Health Systems HMO. lndemmty, 
5,729 Santa Ana. CA PPO 
1972 
1.079 Wellpomt Health Networks Inc. HMO. PPO, 
35.154 Thousand Oaks. CA Traditional 
Fee·for·Service 
.1.356 Highmarlr.,lnc. DHMO, PPO, ASO. 
62.000 Hamsburg. PA Fee·for·Serv1ce 
1983 
336 N/A Prepaid. 
2.709 Long Beach, CA Re~mbur'iement. 
1984 PPO. EPO 
2,578 Safeguard Health Enterprises, lnc.Dtntal HMO. Dental Indemnity. 
16.778+ 
260 
2.073 
868 
10,045 
12,067 
54564 
'T1 
12,000 
12 
65 
418 
s,ooo 
Aliso VieJO. CA Dental PPO. Network Leasmg. 
1975 Administrative Semces. Vision 
We>tem Dental Services. Inc HMO 
Orange. CA 
1985 
N/A HMO. PPO. Indemnity. Dual Choice. 
Camarillo. CA Vision. TPA 
1974 
AcacJa Mutual Holding HMO, PPO.ASO. 
Lincoln. NE lndemnuy. Prepaid, 
1886 Re1mbursment. 
Dual Choice 
l'lolettive Life lnsunnce Co. DHMO,Indemoity 
BirmiJJabam, AL PfO Scbedule, 
1907 Discount PI-
CDS HMO.PPO. 
Irvine. CA Supplemental Insurance Plan 
1993 
• 
Top Local Executi•e 
Titk 
Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Addrs 
Stm Splprtlli 
Director. So. Cal. Sales 
(562) 403-4040/924-3172 
ncasab(cildelta.org 
Robert Elliott 
Sr. Vice Pre,idem 
(562) 924-8311/924-8039 
Dr. J.M. FeldKamp m 
AdmimstraiOr 
(909) 888-6919/888.{1468 
drfeldkkamp@ ho,pnal nydental.com 
Michael Glar 
\Ice Pre<Jdent 
(805) 955-2331/(909)476-5200 
www.aetnacom 
lbnld Ganlblell 
Account Executive 
(909) 328-63191274-3023 
Rkbard Ashcraft 
Manager. Grp. Sales. S. Reg1on 
(909) 888·8554/(818) 234-2848 
wellpoinlcom 
Kma M. 0'1"11* 
Dir., Sale! cl Marketing 
<8t8l 7to.ststn04-so33 
kevin.otoole@ucci.com 
Dr. Godfrey Pemdl 
PreSident 
(5621595·6000/427.()601 
Robia MIICk 
President. CA Market 
(800) 204-0463/(949) 425-4308 
robmm@safeguard.net 
Samuel Gruenbaum 
President/CEO 
(800) 417-4444/(714) 480..1001 
www.westemdenlal.com 
O..Aidlla 
Account &ecutive 
{888) 310-614()((110S) 987-2205 
Scott l.aftUya 
West Reg10nal Vice PreSident 
(800) 776-94461(402) 309-2333 
~~IXJIII 
.._....., 
...... V.P. 
(800)61~6112) 2.63-0117 
grace_tumey@protecllve.com 
ltlcltlud Bilker 
Dir .• Sales cl Marlr.etina 
(909) 689-t462/(714) ~5399 
... ...... 
......... 
- 3U-9J61,\III) 22'J;MI2 
nwk.;om-J@patpilll COlli 
NIA~Not Applictlbk WND=llbtdd Not DUe'- IJGaNot A....ua/Jk. 1M IIJ/ortiiGIIOtl ill 1M IJbow list wo.r obut•Md.from IM c~s liskd. To tlw ~JI of ow t-wW,. tlw ~ ...,&d u ,...._"'of 
preu tillw. WlJiU nuy <!fort is,. tv......,., rM tiCCtUt1CY llltd tltoroMg!uwss of IM IISI. omissitmJ llltd typOgropltiCYJI•rrors -n-s occw. P/Hu smd corrKtiOfU or llddmotu"" <GIIIJ1'GIIY ,._,._, 10: 
lnlmtd Elttpltr Brullwu JOIIntlll. P.O.B<u 1979. Rsttclto C......_p. CA 91729-1979. R•u~~~rhld by Sondra 0/wra. Copyrilflu 2006. 7IW List apf1HlWI Ill tlw May 2005 ww oftlw hobwl ~ /ltuiJw# JOWfflll. 
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The Murrieta Valley Unified 
School district has acquired 
61 .69 acres of land for the 
development of a new h igh 
school for the c ity's growing 
population. The land, which 
cost the district $26 mil 
($9.67/sf). is located at 40851 
Los Alamos Rd .. j ust outside 
the Golden Triang le area 
between Lake Elsinore and 
Murrieta. In Chino. the 
Warmingto n G roup. out o f 
Costa Mesa. has purchased 
Spectrum Business Center. a 
12-building. 214.000 sf indus-
tria l pa rk located at 3 8 11 
Schaefer Ave.. along Sta te 
Route 7 1 and just south of Hwy 
60. The complex, which cur-
rently houses II 0 tenants, sold 
for $32 million ($150/sf). The 
property was sold by HB Chino 
Roswell LLC, a venture 
between Birtcher Development 
& Investments and LA-based 
Hanover Financial Company. 
Fund I. Western National 
Realty Advisors' $50 million 
private equity fund, has 
acquired a 20-acre parcel of 
land in Wildomar. just north of 
Murrieta. The 43-year-old mul-
tifamily development firm is 
planning a 320-unit multifamily 
project on the land site. The 
project is set to commence this 
June and is slated for the com-
pletion May 2008. "The Inland 
Empire's population is rapidly 
growing due to higher afford-
ability compared with other 
parts of Southern California. 
However, housing prices are 
increasing and there is a need 
for apartments," said Stephen J. 
Duffy of Western National 
Realty Advisors. 
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Come up to Thesl ' I --- ' --)~ ··' 
- -- L!!!!o 
Music from the softer side 
of the 60s, 70s & 80s 
HOME OF 
~~~~ 
l _Anpls Baseball Wolfman Jack 
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LASIK- Better Vis ion 
\\ ithout the Hassle of 
Contacts or Glasses 
According to I he Central 
1\oev\ York Business Journal in 
2005. vision problems arc expe-
rienced by more than half'ofthe 
Amcncan population. Problems 
with vtsion can be frustrating, 
especially when they prevent 
people from domg the things 
they love. For many, summer 
activ-ities like swimming or 
going to the beach pose a partiC-
ular problem. and the solutiOn -
perfect nswn IS impossible 
without the usc of contacts or 
glasses. 
LASIK is a vision-enhancmg 
procedure that many active peo-
ple arc turning to because it's an 
alternative to prcscnpt10n glass-
es or contacts. It\ particularly 
enticing since better vision is 
noticeable immediately after the 
procedure is done, and within 
days. patients arc able to pursue 
all of the activities they love. 
Advantages of LASlK v tsion 
correctiOn may in..:lude the fol-
kmmg Jire-changmg bcndits· 
• Clear vis ion '' llhout the 
tncomentence and l!mltallons 
of correct!\ e lenses 
• Increased independence 
• Wider field of v tsion than 
glasses 
• Reduced fear about losing 
corrccttvc lenses at critical 
times 
• Expanded career opportu-
nities 
• Greatly increased recre-
ational possibilities 
• Eliminated risks associated 
with long-term contact lens 
usage 
Recently, Custom LASIK, a 
more technologically advanced 
laser vision correction proce-
dure, has become available. 
Custom LAS IK is more spccitic 
than regular LAS IK, using 
WavcScan technology, which 
captures the unique imperfec-
tions in your nsion that could 
not have been measured and cor-
rected before. This giyes doc-
tors treatment options that arc 
Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date? 
Does it take forever to get your website updated? 
Is your web staff overworked? 
We can help! 
-- Content management solutions 
-- E-commerce tools and setvlces 
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions 
-- Website planning, design and Implementation 
-- Website project management setvices 
-- Website hosting 
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs 
Our content management tools can help you decouple the 
look-and-feel of your site from the Informational content. 
Your clerical staff can lceep your content up-to-date; 
they won't have to walt for your overworlced web experts 
to dolt. 
For more Info see us at www.csz.com 
Call todlly fol' a free consutt.tlonl 
909-92Q-9154 x27 
0 
~ 
a. 
~ 
3 [ 
truly individualized to a patient's 
v- tsual needs. Wave Scan technol-
ogy produces a detailed map of 
the eye much like a fingerprint. 
No two are alike. This prO\ ides 
significantly more precision than 
standard measurements used for 
glasses and contact lenses. This 
treatment information is then 
transferred to the laser providing 
a new level of precision and 
accuracy in guiding the proce-
dure. The patient leaves the oph-
thalmologist's office with a 
clearer' icv\ of the world and the 
freedom to pursue activities that 
once posed a challenge. I lw 
ophthalmologists at Lorna Lmda 
l niv ersity Health Care excel at 
performing laser vision correc-
tion pro..:cdures such as Custom 
LAS IK. Dr. Howard Gimbel, 
Chair of the Department of 
Ophthalmology. is international-
ly known for his contributions to 
the field of refractive surgery. 
which includes LAS IK. He has 
been appointed to the Scientific 
Advisory Board of the American 
Society of Cataract and 
Refractiv-e Surgery, and in 1999, 
was named by that society as 
one of the top 25 ophthalmolo-
gists of the tvvcnticth century. 
Dr. Julio Narvaez who also spe-
cializes in LASIK and C ustom 
LAS IK, is meticulous with each 
procedure he performs. He has 
published numerous articles in 
various -
continued on page 26 
FULL SIIRVICB caAAPHICS 
• Web Development 
• Web Deeign 
• Detabaeing 
• E-Commerce 
• Web Hosting 
• Graphic Design 
• Corporate Identity 
• An imated Logos 
• Marketing Collateral 
Be Noticed!! Increase Bualneae 
with Custom Daalgn 
Mention this ad for a free conaitation 
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Help is Needed in the Desert 
The Unforgettables Foundation, which supplies burial money to 
financially struggling families when a child dies, has a desire to 
begin a chapter in the Coachella Valley area. The six-year-old, non-
profit, recently named San Bernardino County Service Agency of the 
Year for 2005/2006, and the LA Times Foundation of the Year in its 
first full year 2000/200 I, has assisted over 900 families from 
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. 
Unforgettables is looking to begin a board of representatives 
from desert communities from Palm Springs and Desert Hot Springs 
to Palm Desert and Rancho Mirage and down valley to Indio, 
Coachella, and Thermal---all towns where residents have received 
funeral support since Jan. I, 200 I. Dr. Thomas Sherwin, MD---a 
pediatric ER physician serving at Lorna Linda Children's Hospital 
and at VIP Urgent Care in Rancho Mirage (and was the first board 
chair of The Unforgettables Foundation in 2000-2002) will be head-
ing up the development of the new desert branch. To date, the foun-
dation has assisted around 200 Coachella Valley families, with at 
least one case helped in all area cities. The foundation is looking for 
compassionate individuals who are passionate about confronting the 
causes and consequences of childhood death---ages birth to 18, for 
any cause of death---from cancer, heart disease and AIDS, to SIDS 
and congenital anomalies, to sickle cell, CF, and accidents, like 
drownings. Contact 909-855-3130 or Dr. Sherwin at 909-797-1054 
if you are interested. 
NA WBO-Inland Empire monthly dinner meeting 
Please join us for dinner on May 18th! 
Plea<ejmn 1\'AWBO-/E's month~\ dinner me<'lm~ 
THE POWER OF PERSONAL BRANDING 
__ ....,._....,..,-uplode---............ _.tu._l .... nclle 
at-. --·-...,.,_could c..-.__.""'-- ........ Winfrey ___ ..,... ? 
.., __ ........, ___ I ,...bnndlngexpeot;~mO ___ ..,, 
• ..,_....,.-....-..-- Ia -Important ~hen.,. 
.-... ~--....--
·-·-... -- Presenled by. 
Timothy P. O'Brien, Esq. 
Thursday evening May 18. 2006 
5 ·45 RegistratiOn- 6:15 Dinnt•r Program 
Orr/arlo Hilton Hotel 
(ojftlw JO.fr«wayat Hawn. comer Haven/Inland Empire Boulewud) 
$40 NAWBO "'-ben willt adva n« paymerrt- $45 Non-Members and all walk-1m 
$10 SlwJmt rate willt valid idenlijicat1on 
lfSVf>l ,..,_.by May 15 .. ,, 
To lfSVP p/«<u lXIII Slwrrl a- (951) 6/U-6100"' 
"*'_.at liamivs z@reqll a>!!! 
w.~~~--~~~~~~,...,10 
NAr.o.IE. J701 Mtri61 S..C. S.. A. ......_ CA 91501 
J'lllt will Oil' web6 ite www.NA WBO-IE.org 
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Congratulations! You're Fired! 
bv D1: Andy Edelman 
Web Site. 1\'l\"W.drandyedelman.com 
Whether letting someone go for poor performance or downsizmg 
an entire division because of declining company profits, the stress of 
firing for all concerned can be enormous. In fact, failing to plan and 
execute a sound procedure for firing can result in needless stress and 
anxiety, as well as potentially costly instances of litigation or retalia-
tion. Although never a pleasant process, proactive managers must 
master the art of termination in order to maintain opera!Ional per-
formance, ethical standards and, at the same time, prevent any poten-
tial incidents of workplace violence. 
1. Hire tough, manage easy 
Steps 2 through I 0 would probably not be necessary if recruit-
ment, selection, training and retention efforts helped to match the 
best people with your organizational values and mission. It is far 
more advisable to spend the time, money and energy on hinng the 
right people than it is to deal with the challenges of managing and 
ultimately firing the wrong ones. This should be a partnership effort 
between human resources and executive leadership to ensure that the 
organization brings on board the "best and the brightest who arc will-
ing and able." 
2. Spread the word 
Let each new hire know the organization's expectations, standard 
operating procedures, and consequences for any breach of conduct or 
performance. It is far more difficult for a terminated employee to 
escalate to violence if the end-game outcomes arc shared from the 
very first day of orientation training. 
3. Plan with precision 
Managers should put a systematic plan in place for the inevitable 
firing process and headed by those with the best people skills. Every 
step in this process must be planned for and should include "What 
if..?" contingency plans. For example, it is ill-advised to terminate an 
employee on a Friday afternoon or right before a holiday. Develop a 
keen understanding of the dynamics of dealing with an individual 
whose source oflivelihood and personal and professional self-esteem 
have just been jeopardized. Reactions by terminated employees can 
range from calm, resigned acceptance and compliance to more 
volatile defense mechanisms such as total denial, emotional out-
bursts, and in some instances physical violence. Managers that plan 
for each potential scenario are far more likely to achieve a peaceful 
exit interview. 
4. Set the stage 
Termination proceedings should be held in a location free from 
prying eyes or a potential audience. The room should be neutral and 
without distractions (and company banners and logos which could 
inflame already sensitive emotions) and should be free of any objects 
that could be damaged or used as weapons. In addition, at least sev-
eral persons should be present including a designated security repre-
sentative during the exit interview to ensure accurate documentation 
while maintaining a safe environment in cases of verbal or physical 
escalation. 
continued on page 39 
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CaliforniaJoins the Phish Fight 
Here at the Busmcss Journal 
we have come to understand that 
we cannot say enough about 
Internet fraud. In this column, 
and in other feature reports, we 
continue to warn our readers to 
be ever vigilant. Still the best of 
people, mcluding many close to 
us, have fallen victim to one 
scam or another. And so we con-
tmue to report on the battle to 
bring down this 21st century 
form of deceit. 
Novv comes word from 
Sacramento of efforts by the 
state of California to help com-
bat these clcctromc deceptions. 
Attorney General Bill 
Lockyer is now cautioning 
California consumers to avoid 
recent and ongoing 1dcntity theft 
schemes that target customers of 
banks, online auction sites and 
other businesses with phony e-
mails designed to steal victims' 
account numbers, other personal 
information and money. 
"Identity theft is one of the 
fastcst-gro.,.. ing crimes of our 
times. and the perpetrators meet 
many of their victims on these 
high-tech phishing cxpedi!Ions," 
said Lockyer. "Consumers 
should be on the lookout for, and 
studiously delete, unsolicited e-
mails that arc dressed up to look 
legitimate and play on the fear of 
lD theft to steal victims' identi-
ties and their money. I know 
Californians right now are being 
flooded with this particularly 
harmful form of spam because 
my office's e-mail boxes have 
been inundated with hundreds." 
Some 2.2 million people 
every year have their IDs stolen 
through phishing schemes, 
according to some published 
reports. The Gartner Group con-
sulting firm estimated that, in 
2005, phishing cost consumers 
nationwide roughly $1 billion. 
One of the latest, ongoing 
phishing scams targets Chase 
Bank customers. The phony e-
mails, many of which list their 
address as reward@chase.net, 
tempt recipients with the prom-
by J. Allen Leinberger 
ise of a $20 or $1 00 credit on 
the1r accounts if they simply 
complete an online survey. The 
survey requires recipients to pro-
vide such lD theft material as 
PIN number, Social Security 
number, credit card number and 
mother's maiden name. 
Department of Justice (DOJ) e-
mail boxes have rcce1vcd at least 
146 of these phishing messages 
in the past five weeks. 
Other Chase Bank-related 
phishing spam has come into 
DOJ e-mail boxes, with all such 
messages now totaling at least 
236 and climbing. The other 
Chase phishing scams try to 
steal personal information by 
tellmg recipients such false-
hoods as: unauthorized third par-
tics have accessed their 
accounts; Chase needs to con-
firm personal data because the 
bank is implementing a software 
upgrade; services will be termi-
nated unless renewed immedi-
ately; and Chase is launching a 
new security system -
conttinued on page 29 
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continuedfrom page 3 
The ben..:fits of hiring and 
rctaming good employees more 
than otT.,et the ostensible cost 
savings of dropping existing 
coverage, even, and perhaps 
especially, for small businesses 
and companies offering jobs at 
the lower end of the wage scale. 
IS WORKPLACE HAPPINESS A BUSINESS DECISION? 
"If I have the choice as an 
individual of working at two 
similar jobs offering similar 
wages, a large-r health benefit 
would be a determining factor 
and those offering better bene-
fits, just like a higher wage for 
the same work will get the best 
employees," said Hauge. 
\\'ant a more positive work-
place wh..:n~ you and your co-
workers feel happy and motivat-
ed? Want to make customers hap-
pier so that their loyalty - and 
your profits - grow? Want to 
work more efficiently and effec-
tively and improve your health? 
Authentic Happiness Coach and 
Customer Loyalty expert JoAnna 
Brandi shares tips for transform-
ing these wants into "haves." Her 
overall message: Happmess cre-
ates resilient employees who, in 
tum, create resilient, thriving 
companies. 
For the entire results of the sur-
vey. please contact Mary 
Burroughs at 9 I 6-446-683 I or 
e-mail at mary@dmpublicrela-
tions.com. 
As an Authentic Happiness 
Coach, my goal IS to "raise the 
tonnage of happiness on the plan-
et'' - especially in the workplace. 
I spoke about the benefits of 
"workplace happiness" recently 
at the annual Customer Care 
Institute Forum m Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
What's happiness got to do 
with customer care and loyalty? 
Everything. The level of happi-
TRJT()'\1 
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ness you feel is large!) m your 
control. When you'r..: happy 1t's 
much caster to create happmcss 
for the customer. According to 
Martin Seltgman, the founder of 
"pos1t1vc psychology" with 
whom I studied to become an 
Authentic Happiness Coach, 
there's plenty of evidence being 
happy has far reaching business 
benefits. 
Research proves that pos1ttve 
feelings reduce stress, build up 
the immune system and even 
enable people to think more 
holistically - to be open to new 
ideas and solve problems more 
quickly, efficiently and mtelli-
gently. Happy employees have a 
broader range of options to draw 
from; they arc more creative and 
helpful. They arc better equipped 
emotionally to create happy, 
loyal, referral generating cus-
tomers. Ultimately, happy 
employees arc more resilient. 
They help create resilient compa-
nies - ones that can withstand the 
challenges of an ev..:r changmg, 
mcreasmgly competitl\ c market-
place. 
To get started at adding hap-
piness to your customer care tool 
kit, it helps to pract1ce eight hap-
piness factors that arc m your 
control. No matter what person-
ality you were born wtth, no mat-
ter what your Circumstances arc, 
you can boost your feelmgs of 
happiness by taking charge of 
these eight factors: 
1) OPTIMISM. Despite what 
people say, optim1sm can be 
learned. It's about perspective, 
how a person chooses to mterpret 
and explain what he experiences 
during the day. We're conhnuous-
ly making choices about how we 
explain the world to ourselves. If 
something challenging occurs 
and you think, "Just my luck. 
Bad things always happen to 
me," you are reducing your hap-
piness. You can increase your 
continued on page 27 
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l\11\0IJl Cl\(, TilE CO\tPtrtFI.\ HEni~JV'II]) 2007 (>..\Ill\: 
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,md <lt,1gn ll~aturcs ro cnhantc front.tl .md sulc impan protection 
for .ill pa.sscngers. 
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Amerira·s hcst-sdlin~o: passenger rar for four rnnscrutile 1ears, the all-
IlL'\\' zoo~ Camry I<XlkS to retain its top position in the automotive market. 
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I. 
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4. 
Cil), State, Zip 
Best Best & Krieger LLP 
3750 UOJ\Cf'SII} A\C 
RIVer.tde l \ 9~5Cll 
Gresham, Sa, age, Nolan & Tilden, LLP 
550 E. Ho'p11ahty Lane, Stc 300 
San Bemard1no. C A 92408 
Lewis, D'Amato, Brisbois & Bisgaard 
550 Ea.\1 Hospuahly Lane, Ste. 300 
San Bemardmo. CA 92408 
Thompson & Colegate 
3610 Founetnth St 
Rtvmtdc. CA 92501 
Reid & Hellyer, P.C. 
5. 3880 Lemon St. 
River<~de. CA 9250 I 
Elliot, Snyder & Reid u.P 
6. 101 E. Redland:. Blvd .. Ste. 285 
Redland,, CA 92373 
Covington & Crowe, LLP 
7. 1131 We>t Sixth St., Ste. 300 
Ontario. CA 91762 
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V11n1er, Saleson & Brandt LLP 
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Rtvel\tde, C :\ 9250 I 
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10. 803R Ha,en Ave Ste 5 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
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II. 36~3 E. Inland Ernp1re Bhd .• Ste. 400 
Ontario. CA 91764 
LOOb&CliiT 
12. 1650 Spruce SL. Ste.4C>I 
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Burke, '1\i!Uams & Sorensen, LLP 
13. 3403 Tenth St., Stc :lOO 
Rtve"ide, C·\ 92501 
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go! E. Tahqun1 Cn)n. Wy., Ste. 100 
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San Bernardino, CA 92405 
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Middlebrook, Kaises' & Popka 
1411 Nonh ·o·· St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
Gilbert. Kelly, Crowle} & Jennett 
17. 3801 Universu~ A>e. #700 
Rtverstde, CA 2.501 
Law Olroas of Herbert Hafrf 
18. 269 W Bomla Ave. 
Claremono, CA 91711 
Knobbe, Martens, Olson & Bear LLP 
19 . 3402 Tenth Streel Sulle 700 
Rtve,.tde, CA 92501 
The Miller Law Firm 
20. :!3 7 W Founh St. 
Cliuemont, CA 91711 
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Life at the Top of the 
(Double) Tree 
Bassam Shahin has been pro-
moted to general manager of the 
DoubleTree Hotel on Vineyard in 
Ontario. That IS on!) slightly dif-
ferent from his old title as hotel 
manager. 
The difference includes the 
fact that he had had an area 
director/general manager over 
him before No"" he's in charge. 
ot that It makes much differ-
ence. 
Shahin slyly tells the 
Business Journal that he has 
always done things his way, only 
now he has the title to back h1m 
up. 
He speaks with pndc of the 
Double Tree Hotel as a major part 
of not only the travel mdustry in 
Ontario. but of the City of 
Ontario itself. It's not hard to 
believe. One only has to sit for a 
while at Citrus West, the lobby 
coffee shop, to watch most of the 
community decision-makers 
drift by. 
A multi-million dollar 
remodeling has been an ongoing 
project under Shahin, and he 
plans to have everything done 
later this year. This includes the 
already completed remodehng of 
the ballrooms. as well as the cur-
rently continuing project in the 
nearly 500 guest rooms, includ-
ing over a dozen jacuzi suites, 
plus Misty's Lounge and the cen-
ter garden area. 
As with many of the new 
breed of innkeepers, Shahin rec-
ognizes the need to make sure 
that the facility is very much a 
part of the city that it serves. 
For example, although the 
DoubleTree Hotel is technically 
in competition with the Ontario 
Convention Center, right next 
door, for convention and meeting 
business, it is not uncommon for 
Shahin . to work hand in hand 
with Bob Brown and his staff at 
OCC on special projects and 
events. 
The DoubleTree's remodeled 
coffee shop now features break-
fast and a lunch buffet, and 
Porter's Prime Steak House lives 
up to its name with prime cuts of 
meat. 
Misty's Lounge is one of the 
few nightclubs left in the area 
attached to a hotel. Shahm is 
quick to call attention to the 
attracllon of its hve mus1c, pre-
sented seven mghts a week. fea-
turmg Vegas acts among others. 
Shahin began at the 
DoubleTree as its food and bev-
erage director. Today, he 1s 
adding ne,., people mto such jobs 
as he has held and proudly con-
Siders his new position to be the 
best jOb he has ever held---m a 
hotel that he 1s happy to declare 
as the best in the area. 
continued from page 1 
placement. He has also taught 
asan adult school business 
mstructor. In addition, he 
researched and launched interna-
tionally and natiOnally recog-
nized training ventures, includ-
ing the Los Angeles Urban 
League/Toyota Motors Sales, 
U.S.A. Automotive Training 
Center, and most recently the 
Oracle Internet Academy. 
"DeVry Umversity is proud 
to have Victor leading our 
newest California location," said 
Rose Marie Dishman, regional 
vice president of DeVry 
University. "He brings a wealth 
of experience to the position that 
will clearly 
DeVry University's Inland 
Empire location, its sixth in 
Southern California, will offer 
bachelor's degree programs in 
business administration and tech-
nical management. An associate 
degree program in electronics 
and computer technology wlll be 
offered beginning in July. 
Graduate degree programs in 
business administration, account-
ing and financial management, 
human resource management, 
comi1111ed from page 17 
ophthalmology journals, and 
rev1ews research papers for 
many eye care JOurnals includ-
ing Ophthalmology and the 
Journal of Cataract and 
Refractive Surgen•. Dr. Narvaez 
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also presents cases natJonal-
ly and mtcrnationally and 
has most recently won an 
award at the Amencan 
Society of Cataract and 
Refractive Surgery annual 
meeting in San Franc1sco. 
He IS also a princ1pal inves-
tigator for the NIDEK 
Exc1mer Laser LASIK 
Hyperopia Study, a national 
research study examming 
the effects of LAS!K on far-
sighted VISIOn. 
Why trust your VISIOn to 
anyone else? Lorna Lmda 
Umvers1ty Health Care 
Ophthalmology has remained 
among the leading VISIOn care 
providers in the Inland Empire. 
Make an appomtment for a free 
LASIK consultation by callmg 
909-558-2020. 
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project management, information 
systems management, network 
and communications manage-
ment. and public admm1stration 
will be offered through DeVry 
University's Keller Graduate 
School of Management. 
DcVry Umversity's Inland 
Empire location is currently 
located at I 060 E. Washington 
St., Suite 140B in Colton. Its per-
manent site at 1 090 E. 
Washington St., Suite H, will 
open in July. 
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happiness s1mply by choosing to 
think, "Hmmm. There must be 
something good about this situa-
tiOn - what could 11 be?" The 
power of optimism is not to be 
m1mmized - evidence shows that 
engaged mit? That state of being happy and enjoy the rewards! 
where you forget about every-
thing else is called "flow." Being For more information. visit 
in a state of flow actually wwl>.customercarecoach.com 
mcrcases your happiness. 
INLAND EMPIRE 
6) SAVOR. Savoring is about HOUSING MARKET IS 
opt1mists hve mne to 10 years bemg "m the moment." The great 
longer than people who are not thing about savoring is that you 
optim1st1c. can do it before an activity by 
"NORMALIZING" 
h1 Les Wlu/1/esey 
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It's not a major slow-
down, but a normalizatiOn of the 
market. Cognizant of this soft-
ening, builders are cautious 
about purchasing more land if 
there is any chance that the next 
phase of homes wJII not sell as 
fast - and at the prices -- project-
ed. It's somewhat of a self-ful-
ftllmg prophesy that I think is 
happily anticipating what's to 
2) GRATITUDE. Consciously, come, you can do it while you're 
wtllingly and deliberately take enjoying the activity, and you 
The IS definitely a wmd of short hved 
change in the Southern However, tappmg the hous-
California housmg market. Not mg brakes will slow the market 
moments throughout the day to 
feel gratitude, and to express it to 
others . To get busmesses on 
board with th1s idea, I've adv1sed 
them to start an "employee grati-
tude journal" in wh1ch everyone 
is encouraged to wnte down 
something for wh1ch they're 
grateful every day. They're 
always amazed at how powerful 
can savor your memones after-
ward. Savonng IS a powerful 
tooJI 
7) REFRAME. This is another 
tool for sh1ftmg your perspec-
tive. Look at a stressful situatiOn 
as 1f it were an actual photo-
graph, and thmk about the 
dozens of ways you could 
this inexpensive, quick and easy reframe it. You can crop 1t, 
exerc1se IS m creatmg a positive enlarge it, make it smaller. 
work environment and helping to Whatever you do, you're creating 
transforn1 the culture. a different view and perspective 
necessarily a bad change, but a 
change nevertheless As our 
team of brokers travels around 
the region talkmg to landowners, 
budders, other brokers and mar-
ket consultants, they keep hear-
ing the same thing . .. the market 
is in mot1on. 
I believe the market is 
indeed changing, but l character-
ize 1t as a move to "normaliza-
tion." Southern Cahfornia is 
being affected by housing afford-
ability, which we see first hand m 
the Inland Empire, where our 
somewhat, rcsultmg in more nor-
mal market conditions As 
someone who's been involved in 
the real estate industry for 15 
plus years, I believe a more nor-
mal market is a good thmg for 
everyone involved builders, 
buyers, landowners -- especially 
in light of the rapidly increase 
land and home prices that have 
charactenzed the Inland Empire 
housing market, as well as 
Southern California. 
As housing prices stabilize, 
so will land pnces, and as prices of the same p1cture, wh1ch can 
3) FORGIVENESS. Lettmg go help you to transform negative 
of ill wlil toward others and one- feelings and responses to a situa-
firm IS currently most active. stabilize, more potential buyers 
Once considered the affordable will return to the market, fuelmg 
self, surrendering resentments 
and regrets, and making peace 
with the past clears the way for 
happiness to be felt more often 
and more deeply. 
4) IMPROVE YOUR SELF-
TALK. It's important to transform 
your self-talk from negative and 
pumshmg to positive and ener-
gizmg. When you make a mis-
take and find yourself thmking, 
"You id10t," you know it's time to 
take a deep breath, and ask your-
self a question like, "How can I 
use my smarts to make this bet-
ter?" Pos1tive self-talk diffuses 
stressful situations, and when the 
brain relaxes, it is more creative 
and better at problem solving. 
tion into positive, happier ones. 
8) BUILD ON STRENGTHS. 
Research shows that enduring 
happiness comes from spending 
time in one's strengths - having 
the opportumty to do the things 
one does well even better. 
Identify your strengths, then 
alternative, the Inland Emp1re's 
housmg prices are escalating as 
fast as, and in some cases faster 
than, other housing markets m 
Southern California. Home 
prices in the Inland Empire 
increased 14.7 percent from 
February 2005 to February 2006, 
according to California 
deliberately and creatively build Association of Realtors. 
on them. Ev1dence shows that The pressure of affordabili-
over time, th1s sklll works better ty. coupled with concern among 
at creating lasting happiness than homebuilders and others that 
antidepressants. mortgage rates will increase, has 
put at least a psychological 
When you choose to be damper on the Southern 
happy, you're choosing to create California housing market as 
and work with a powerful busi- homebuyers and builders wait to 
ness tool. Happiness restores see what will happen next. 
humanity to the workplace so Consequently, in the Inland 
that everyone thnves in every Emp1re, consumers many of 
5) "'FLOW... Is there any way. The emotional well being of whom are younger families who 
activity, interest or hobby you employees and customers is stretch to purchase even the most 
enjoy so much that you lose all directly linked to a company's affordable home - are reluctant 
track of time when you're profitability and resilience. Be to buy, at least for the time being. 
greater demand for homes and 
land. B es1des, the Inland 
Empire will continue to be 
Southern California's affordable 
housmg alternative, even with 
record price mcreases. 
Another factor that bodes 
well for the Inland Empire hous-
ing market is the future popula-
tion growth that is expected for 
the region as people are attracted 
by both affordable housing 
prices and jObs. According to 
Inland Empire Economist Dr. 
John Husing, the Inland Empire 
in the next decade will be the 
fastest growing urban area of 
California. 
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continued }rom page 19 
because of fraudulent acttvtty on 
members' accounts. 
Chase, which docs not send 
customers c-mails that require 
the rcctplcnts to provtdc confi-
dential personal infonnatton in a 
response. ts mvcs\tgatmg the 
account-credtt scam. 
Additionally. the bank pro-
vides customer's mformatwn 
about phtshing schemes and how 
to a\oid them on its Web stte at 
WW\\.chasc.com. DOJ c-matl 
boxes over the pas( five \\Ccks 
have recctved other phtshmg 
spam targetmg customers of Pay 
Pal, cBay and several banks, 
includmg Bank of America, Cttt 
and Barclay's. All told. the 
phishmg e-mails numbered at 
least 343 as of today. Lockyer 
urged customers of these bust-
nesses and others to visit the 
companies· legttimatc Web sites 
to learn about e-mail scams and 
how to avoid becoming a victim 
of 10 theft. 
Lockyer said he would con-
tact busmesses that seem to be 
the biggest targets of phishing c-
matls to explore the possibility 
of launching a cooperative effort 
to mvcstigatc the scams. 
Potcnttally, an imcsttgation 
could lead to tilmg enforcement 
actions agamst perpetrators for 
\ 10lations of federal and state 
anti-spam la\\S, consumer pro-
tectiOns laws or 10 theft-related 
statutes. 
Lockyer noted. hO\\ C\ cr. 
that tracktng dO\\ n the senders 
of illegal spam. including phish-
ing c-matls, ts a tough task. 
Many such commumcations 
origmate outside the country in 
such locattons as Eastern Furopc 
and Asta. One online security 
firm traced the Chase account-
credit phishing scam to Chma. 
In fact, dcspttc the best 
efforts of law enforcement, regu-
lators and ISPs, spam remains a 
growmg, pcrststcnt and costly 
problem. The spam portion of all 
e-mail has nscn stcadtly, 
incrcasmg from eight percent m 
200 I. to 62 percent in March 
2004. to nearly 70 percent m 
March of thts year. In 2005, 
experts estimated spam cost U.S. 
businesses about S 17 billion in 
lost productt\ H). and screening 
and other expenses 
Lockyer said the dtfficulttes 
faced by law enforcement and 
the pm ate sector m stopping 
spam mcreasc the importance of 
consumer education efforts, 
such as !he alert he tssucd today . 
"By pro' iding anti-fraud 
mformation on thetr Web sites. 
businesses are domg their part to 
provtdc customers the infonna-
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tion they need to identi(y scams 
and protect themselves," said 
Lockyer. "I urge consumers to 
use those tools -- and their delete 
buttons." 
Caltforntans who receive 
phishing and other spam at their 
e-mail addresses should send 
examples 
General's 
to the Attorney 
Office at 
caspam(a doj .ca.gov. 
Even as \\C write this report, 
spams continue to come in from 
igcna ofTcnng great \Walth to 
the gulltble The latest invohes a 
rich Nigerian widow who wtll 
many you in order to get her 
nchcs out to an American bank. 
While compamcs hkc AOL 
arc domg what they can to pro-
tect us. it appears that such mes-
sages sent from other countries 
cannot be stopped. 
GABRIEL ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
Reliable & Timely 
866 - 4 - PHAS E I 
Serv1ce Nationwide 
• 951 - 545 - 0250 • Phas~ I • Philst. 111 • Mold 
f-1'1.\lR~l .... ,AI \UlVK IS '\-\ \\. \\~ • g d h T I t• ( - l" 1l \ 1 T 0 11 Ill l-. 11 l d l l 0 Ill • Phas• II • Asb•~tos • l~fld 
Get a jump on your competition 
by 
securing your space 
in Inland Empire's premier reference tool 
TODAY. 
Sponsorship Packages .. . $6,000 
Full Page . .. $3,750 • Half Page ... $2,750 
For details, contact your account manager at 
(909) 483-4700 
Search for Commercial Space 
for lease/Sublease 
For offic e , retail, industrial and executive suites 
subf!ease.com· 
310/414-0404 
13101 Washl.,.._ Blvd, 1 21• Loa..._...., CA 80CMMI 
www.sublease.com 
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It's Not All About Me! 
Seven Key Strategies for Thriving in the Corporate World 
The world is an upside down 
place. The 1980's and 1990's 
began to encourage the illusion 
that self-growth and self-
acknowledgement \\Ould bring 
people happiness and allow cor-
porate executives a free pass 
straight to the top of their career 
goals. 
It is not what you do for 
yourself that will make the 
greatest impact on your career 
future; rather it is how you focus 
on helping those around you rec-
ognize their truest potential. 
With this one small shift, you 
will unleash enormous hidden 
potential for internal and lasting 
growth in both business and in 
life. 
1. You Need More Than a 
Vision - You Must Create a 
Strategy and a Story 
Two things separate you 
from your competition: a very 
specific strategy for your busi-
ness and a story that tells the 
community you live in - or even 
the world - why you are differ-
ent. Your strategy needs to be 
specific, compelling and easily 
communicated. Every manager, 
employee, and client should 
understand it. Whether you are a 
financial advisor, an accountant, 
a plumber or a doctor, you need 
a clear and powerful strategy 
and a compelling story to differ-
entiate you from your competi-
tion and attract new clients. If 
you are a leader or a team mem-
ber, it is up to you to help create 
the strategy and the story to 
inspire others to follow your 
leadership or implement your 
ideas. 
2. Be the Person That 
Rekindles Dreams 
Dreams are amazing gifts. 
Dreaming helps you to concep-
tualize your goals, in order to 
implement daily steps that draw 
you closer to realizing them. 
With the same power, however, 
By Al~rson Lewzs 
1\'1\'W serenminwesinc. com 
your negati\c illusions can limit 
your life and throw obstacles in 
your path toward growth and 
change. The pictures you vivid-
ly place in front of your mind on 
a continuous basis often become 
self-fulfilling action plans. Your 
dreams are one of the strongest 
positive tools you have working 
m your favor - 1f you can dream 
it, you can become 1t. By taking 
just a short t1me to acknowledge 
the positive dreams you hold for 
your future, you strengthen your 
ability to achieve those dreams. 
Choose to be the person that 
rekindles dreams in those around 
you. 
3. Allow Yourself and 
Those Around You to Align 
Their Work With Their 
Purpose in Life 
Purpose is what we do for 
others. Are you a leader, encour-
ager, team member, listener, 
comforter, team member, vision-
ary? What is your purpose? 
And how can sharing your pur-
pose with your company make 
an impact on your company's 
future? 
Executives need to know and 
understand the purpose of those 
around them. A person's pur-
pose is their heartbeat. Their 
purpose drives them and when 
you allow them to align their 
purpose with their daily activi-
ties at work, their potential 
grows exponentially. Their con-
tributions to your success will 
grow exponentially as well. 
Employees often wait for a 
supervisor to ask what their driv-
ing purpose in life is. But this 
might never happen. Instead, 
employees need to take the ini-
tiative to hold this crucial con-
versation and allow their boss 
the right to utilize the key gifts 
and talents that revolve around 
their purpose. 
Purpose is the driving force 
in everyone's life. Discover 
your purpose and then allow 
your goals and your time to 
revolve around fulfilling that 
purpose. 
4. Acknowledge Your 
Goals 
Your purpose tells you what 
to do with your life and how to 
serve others. Your goals closely 
link to your purpose m life 
because they describe what you 
want to accomplish in the pur-
suit of that purpose. When you 
have a clear vision of your goals 
in life, you are one step closer to 
fully understanding and fulfill-
ing your purpose. Goals can be 
personal or professional, tiny or 
grand, achieved tomorrow or 
aimed at achievements extend-
ing past your span on earth. 
Encourage those around you to 
create positive wntten goals. 
Encourage them to vividly 
describe where they want to be 
five years from now. 
5. Build Better Customer 
Service With Four Simple 
Ideas 
When it comes to customer 
service, it is definitely not about 
"ME!" It should never be about 
what will make it easier for you 
or for your employees. Your cus-
tomer service strategy should 
remain focused solely on how to 
create loyal customers who will 
not only buy your products and 
services, but who will become 
your advocates and spokespeo-
ple in a crowded business world. 
Exceeding your customers' 
expectations can be a challenge. 
Your customers will not come to 
you with a specific, written list 
of instructions on how to do it. 
You have to provide them with 
services and benefits they might 
not even realize they want or 
need. Most effective customer 
service ideas are not extrava-
gant, expensive, or complicated. 
There are four important 
concepts that form the basis of 
any successful total customer 
experience: 
· Competence 
· Process Dctatls 
·Strategy 
Put these four concepts to 
work in forming your own total 
customer experience. 
6. Unleash the Power of 
Your Mind 
What kinds of images, 
thoughts and ideas are you feed-
ing your brain? These images 
reflect in everything you do: the 
way you look, your attitudes, 
your beliefs and your accom-
plishments. Your mind i busy 
creating your reality, so what 
kinds of tools and building mate-
rials are you supplymg it? 
Jf you wake up every morn-
ing saying "I can be more today 
than I was yesterday," paying 
attention to the good things in 
our lives, and expectmg that 
today is going to be better than 
yesterday, then the stage is set 
for those expectatiOns to come 
continued on page 39 
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remain unchanged. 
According to the national 
seasonally adjusted results of the 
Manpower Employment 
Outlook Survey, U.S. employers 
show no signs of changing their 
healthy hiring pace in the second 
quarter. 
Of the 16,000 U.S. employ-
ers surveyed, 30 percent foresee 
an increase in hiring activity for 
the second quarter of 2006, 
while 6 percent expect a reduc-
tion in payrolls. Fifty-eight per-
cent report no change in hiring 
plans, and 6 percent have yet to 
determine their staffing needs. 
The seasonally adjusted net 
employment outlook for April -
June is 21 percent. 
Ma) 2006 
MANAGER'S 
"The Giants of Sales: 
What Dale Carnegie, john Patterson, Elmer 
Wheeler, and Joe Girard 
Can Teach You About Real Sales Success," 
by Tom San!, Amacom. Yew York. 've~t York 
Amcncans d1dn't mvent scllmg, it just seems like we did. Our 
national pass1on for d1scovenng what makes things work reached 
new heights during the 20th Century. 
To be prec•sc, a little less than I 00 years ago some very bright and 
exceptionally curious expenenced sales practitioners analyzed both 
the objective and subjeCtive factors that made them among the most 
successful salespeople of the1r day. Author Tom Sant focused on 
some of the best-known names of those who, arguably, may have 
been among the top salespeople of the past century. They were cer-
tainly, and not surpnsmgly, among the best commumcators. For one 
or two, the1r "rags to nches" stones were almost accidental. 
Sant points out that Dale Carnegie was far more mterested in his 
classes at the YMCA m Larchmont, New York, about bemg a more 
effective communicator m situations that called for persuasion. One 
of his students worked for the publishing firm of Simon & Schuster. 
After notable dtsinterest from both Carnegie and the publisher, the 
student used h1s newly mmted techniques on both of the parties. 
Within weeks, 5,000 copies had been sold, largely as a result of per-
suading Carnegie's students to buy copies for their friends. A New 
York Times ad appeared, and the book's sales zoomed to 5,000 a 
week. Within five months the book had gone through 17 pnntmgs, 
and by year's end in 1936, Carneg1e had made $150,000 in royalt1es 
on a book that sold for 25 cents per umt. Not bad for the middle of 
The Great DepressiOn. 
Accordmg to Amazon Books, sales of Carneg1e's class1c work, 
"How to Win Fnends and Influence People," IS still well wtthm the 
list of the top I 00 books sold today, mcluding the Harry Potter senes. 
That's not bad whether you're in or out of econom1c hard times. Sant 
pinpoints the philosophy at the heart ofCarneg1e's book, one that also 
exists in the work of the others: the prospective customer must trust 
the salesperson and, by extension, the business represented by the 
salesperson. That hasn't changed over time. 
What has changed over time, according to the author, has been 
techmque. For c.>..ample, sellmg was purely a transactional technique 
to build trade. You had something to sell and your customer either 
wanted to buy or d1dn 't. No matter how good your product \\as, if it 
were a pure commodity nearly Jdenucal in all respects to your com-
petitors' products, there was no predictability to your sales success. 
This tended to make planning\ 1rtually impossible, and made success 
or failure totally unpredictable. 
On the other hand, building trust with customers and building 
relationships led to repeat sales, the ability to plan, and a much high-
er level of predictability. The effect of trust building was the creatiOn 
of the "relationship selling" technique. Its power lay in asking cus-
tomers to look at more than the product, itself, but at the entire pack-
age of advantages in dealing with a company including its salespeo-
ple, its reputation, its engineers, its assembly staff, its distribution, its 
warranties, and its ability to totally satisfy the customer. 
If relationship selling has a weakness, it is in the length of elapsed 
time between first contact with the customer and the ultimate sale. 
Relationship selling is still a good technique for big-ticket items, but 
in the dawn of the 21st Century, high-volume turnover has become 
the new challenge to business survival and growth. Its successor is 
the "process selling" technique. 
Process selling reduces the sales process to a series of steps from 
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first contact to ultimate sale Each step has its own technique; ib O\\ n 
sales support effort, and its O\\n focus on an individual customer. It 
makes managing customers much eas1er because it relics on very 
detailed customer informatiOn that is available through computer 
databases. Eventual customer rebellion against a lack of privacy may 
be 1ts weakness. 
The "Giants of Sales" IS worthwhile reading to help you deter-
rome which selling technique is most appropnatc for you and your 
business. 
-- Henry Holtzman 
Bestselling 
Business Books 
Here are the current top I 0 bestselling books for business. The 
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores 
throughout the U.S.A. 
I. "The World Is Flat: A Brief His tory of the Twenty-First 
Century," by Thomas L. Fnedman (Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux ... $27.50) (I)* 
Why business globalization has arrived and is likely to stay. 
2. "The Little Book That Beats the Market." by Joel Greenblatt 
(John Wiley & Sons. $19 95)(3) 
How to ach1eve a successful investmg strategy at any age. 
3. "The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Leadership Fable," 
by Patrick M. Lcnclon (John Wiley & Sons ... $22.95) (4) 
Common problems that prevent teams from working together. 
4. "Empire of Debt: The Rise of an Epic Financial Crisis," 
by Bill Bonner and Add1son Wiggm 
(John Wiley & Sons ... $27.95) (5) 
Why America's future is fast approaching an economic crisis. 
5. "Eat That Frog! 21 Great Ways to Stop Procrastinating and 
Get More Done m Less Time," by Brian Tracy (Sarrett-
Koehler. .. $13.95) (7) 
Why it's important to do the most challenging task first. 
6. "Freakonom1cs: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden 
Side of Everything," by Steven D. Levitt 
(HarperCollins ... $25.95) (2) 
Why you shouldn't accept the official version of anything. 
7. "Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking," 
by Malcolm Gladwell (Little, Brown & Co ... $25.95) (6) 
Why instant judgments arcn 't as fast as you believe. 
8. "Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering the Inner Game 
of Wealth," by T. Harv Ekcr (HarperCollins ... $19.95) (5) 
The missing link between wanting wealth and achieving it. 
9. "One Thing You Need to Know About: Great Managing, 
Great Leading and Sustained Individual Success," by 
Marcus Buckingham (Free Press ... $29.95) (8) 
A guide to learning the essence of success. 
10. "Good to Great," by Jim Collins 
(HarperCollins .. $27 50) (I 0) 
Climbing the steps from being good to being great. 
*(I) -- Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
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numbers and \\ ho to contact for 
further assistance. If you ha\ e 
'' orked '' ith a ta'\ professional. 
prompt!) contact hun her "hen 
any correspondence 1s rccci\ ed 
and before respondmg. A ta'\ pro-
fesstonal is familiar'' ith the IRS 
and can help ) ou. 
"In the 35 tax seasons I have 
been preparing 1040s. I have 
found that more than half of the 
IRS notices that assess additional 
federal ta'\ arc incorrect.'' says 
"-.-\TP member Robert D. Flach 
of Jersey Cit), 1\J (author of The 
Wandering Ta'\ Pro web log) "I 
ad\ tsc my cltenh to nc' cr tgnorc 
an LRS notice, but also to not 
immediately assume that the IRS 
notice ts correct l ha' c my 
clients send me any correspon-
dence they receive from the IRS 
immcdtatcl)." 
\1cmbcrs of the auonal 
c\ssoctatlon of Tax ProfessiOnals 
(NATP) asstst over seven million 
May 2006 
taxpayers With tax preparatiOn 
and plannmg. N \fP ts a nonprof-
It professional association found-
ed 1n 1979 and pro' ides prolcs-
swnal education. tax rescan;h 
and products to 1ts members. Th~ 
national hcadqua11crs, locat.:d m 
A.pplcton, \\ l, employs 43 pro-
lcsstonals and 25 Instructors. 
. "Ill""'" '"'"I,(/~(' 2s Law Firms 
Fim1 
~dd ...... , 
Cit). Slllte.lip 
La" Olf~ee of John T. Hlllllel< 
41. ~8057 Rradky Rd. 
Sun 01), CA 9l~R6 
The Bolte La" Firm 
42. 4J5 n Rodge Part Dr .• #~OJ 
Temecula. CA 92S'!O 
.\ larr D. Roherts & .\.''oOCiatf\ 
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Clientele I Offict;, in I.E. 
I Officf'< Co. Wide 
W\D 
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aking ordinary banking. 
extra-ordinary! 
Providing superior value to our business 
and professional customers 
• • 
Providing uncompromising relationship bankers 
focused on customers' success 
Providing high quality financial services and products 
Providing quality banking staff dedicated to making 
your banking experience positive and rewarding 
REDLANDS (909) 798-3611 or (888) 673-3236 
BREA (714)990-8862 
PALM DESERT (7601 674·9260 
IRWINDALE (626) 815-0875 
ESCONDIDO (760) 745·9370 or (800) 745-9190 
TEMECULA (951) 695·4916 
FDIC til r N 
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SALES 
Uncover More Opportunity - Ask Great Questions 
h1 Su::.anne Bates 
"It's not you. it's me," 1s a clas~ic, cliche breakup hnc and a bad 
one, at that. "Me, me, me" is what most busmcss people talk about 
dunng any courtship My company, my product, my service ts the 
lcadmg, the best, the only, the blah, blah, blah. It's mtcrcsting that the 
secret to success in business is not the word "me," but the word 
"you." Count the words 111 the a\cragc conversation or sales letter, 
chances are the words "1" and "my" arc heard many times more often 
than the words "you" and "your." Yet all people \\ant to talk about is 
them' 
Salespeople can set themselves apart and uncover far more oppor-
tuml) tfthcy begin every conversatiOn by focusing the "you" point of 
'ie\\. "How do you sec 1t'1" "What's your take on this?" "How 
would you like to sec this rcsohcd'1" Try asking a qucstton \\ ithout 
usmg the word you 1 It isn't easy Swttchmg into "question mode" 
forces a salesperson to usc the word "you," v\hich leads to opportu-
nity. 
A lot of people belie' c they arc askmg good questiOns--but if they 
were to \idcotapc mock sales or business conversations, they can sec 
thctr qucsttons arc not productl\c. The mistake they make ts not 
going deep enough to uncO\Cr rcaltssucs, challenges. and needs 
Consider this: 
If an office was 111 need of a new copier, they would shop around 
and look at a fC\\ different models, at a few different stores. Whtch 
one would they end up buymg? The model from the sales represen-
tative \\ho finally asked, "Whal do you really need? How much will 
you actually usc the copier?" That salesperson tmght not ha\C had a 
huge elaborate pllch, but they asked the nght qucsttons and made the 
sale. 
Whether a sales representative for a copier store or a partner at a 
fim1 trying to land a big client, the salesperson needs to ask great 
questtons. They not only find out \\hat people want, or get a whole 
picture of thctr point of' icw, the) send the strong tmprcssion that 
they actually care about the customer. There is no mOucncing the 
outcome. until the customer believes the salesperson is listening and 
cares about them. 
Questions also lead to a deeper level in com cr~atton. If a con-
versation is allowed to breathe. one will find out about lhc deeper, 
more important needs or dcstrcs Often. the "prescntmg·· need is not 
the big one qucsttons wtll help uncover the real trouble. 
After takmg tl11S step 1t 's far caster to prectsely tat! or a presenta-
tion for the audtcncc. By taking the time to truly understand a cus-
tomer, the salesperson will not have wasted anyone's ttmc and will 
have formed the basts for an on-going relationship. 
Questions also imply that a salesperson has the answers and 
expertise. If they know what to ask, they must know the answers. 
Questions help avoid the hard sell. If the right questions arc 
asked, the other person articulates the needs and solutions. The sales-
person doesn't do the work; the customer does. When a customer is 
doing the talking, they arc more likely to buy. They reached their 
own conclusiOns. They don't feel pushed. 
Perhaps the most tmportant quality to qucsttons is they help 
develop stronger relationships. When questions arc asked, people 
believe the asker is genuinely curious. They arc more interested in 
the sale, because the salesperson is interested in them. 
Good quest tons encourage people to open up. This is one of the 
most powerful assets tn selling ideas, products or services. Open 
questions work best tn this phase of conversation . 
These are the "Ftvc W's plus ll " 
• Who? 
• What? 
· When? 
• Where? 
• Why? 
• How'? 
In preparation for the next important mcctmg, write down a list of 
quest tons to ask. Anticipate \\hat the other person's needs or con-
cerns wtll be. and tatlor the questions to that. Many people prepare 
for an Important meeting by buning up on thctr specialties, by prac-
ticing their routine speech about \\hat they're good at. A salesperson 
will stand out from the rest if they go mto the meeting or presentatiOn 
"ith a hst of qucsllons that delve into \\hat the other needs or thmks. 
Here a re a few examples of great questions: 
1. What could we do to make this a good meeting, well \\Orth 
your time'? 
2. What arc your goals? 
3. VI hat is the biggest challenge you ·rc facing right now'? 
4. What is it costing you in time money resources? 
5. What would be an tdcal outcome') 
6. Is there anythmg else we need to talk about today? 
For more information, please risit llwwhates-commzmications or 
call 800-903-8239. 
To Subscribe See 
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joined C itizens Business Ba n k as its new assistant vice president and 
busmcss development officer for the Riverside business financial 
center. Gould's professional career incorporates over 12 years of 
experience in the marketing and banking industry. Prior to joining 
C itizens Business Bank, Gould was a marketing manager for 
Ingram Micro in Santa Ana, Ca where he was responsible for busi-
ness development, strategic marketing plans and sales. 
1ST C entennial Bancorp parent holding company announced 
first quarter operating results. They reported earnings of $1.7 mil-
lion, compared to camings of S 1.0 million for the first quarter 2005. 
Thts represents a 70%, or $706,000 increase. Basic earnings per 
share were 54 cents for the current quarter compared to 32 cents for 
the same period last year. Diluted earnings per share were SO cents 
for the current quarter compared to 30 cents for the same period last 
year. 
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6. '}<)8, D"St 7 ~8 fr.umng A'"'-C''mc:nt Scrvic.:e' Prc"dem/0"- ner 
San Bernard mo. C \ 9~410 1959 \\'\0 (909) 885- J461!885-9%9 
manpo\\Cr(Q m.tnpo\\Cl'b.com 
Kelly Temporary Services 6 l'\ 'i//1 :-./A lemp., Temp. to litre, Linda s .. itler 
7. l'l.'iO S Sun,.-est Ln. 1.250 :-if!\ .\lktg .• l.~ht. lnd , Clerical. D1,trict Man.ager 
San Bemardmo. CA 92408 1965 )41:>il lech. & Tech. Suppon (909) 949 18'15/'149 1898 
Barrett Bu.\in~• Sen ices 6 62 WND V.trie ... Lt. lndu,trial. Clerical. Jim Donahue 
8. 1898 Bu"ne" Center Dr., Ste. 103 70 J5 u.s. b> Sk11l PLO. IIR/Lo" Control 1\rea Vice Prc,ident 
San BcmarJrno. C \ 92408 1951 $~86 tllll Nc~otrable Semcc,. Payrolhng. Tcchmcal , (714) 754 1555,754 1565 
C'on,uhrng, Ext!<:. Scan:h 
SlaiYmark 5 50 ::i/A 
"''" 
L1gh1 lndu,tnai/Cicric·al Rosie Chamber> 
9. 9901 lnd•ana A-.. 13 5 T rarL,ponaucmnt:chnical \1anagcr 
Rivef'ldt. ('A '12503 19SJ ~\-,D Intonn.HJon S)'lt:m.., (951) J51 419~/J51 1l941 
Thoma• StafT'mg 5 40 \\'\,D \ane' Clcneai/Admm. Acctg .. Rhonda Beecher 
10. 67001ndr.ma "'' e • St< 2J5 1.5 :\1,\ So. CaL lechmcal. Light lndu,tnal. Area ~1anagcr 
R"e"''k. CA 92506 1969 \\\0 \egouahle Ti:mpffcmp to I hr<, (951) 686-4111/274-041 7 
Drroct Placement rhonda(ci thoma..,,tall mg. com 
Printtloo Corporate C onsullauts 3 (. W'D 60.1XIO \kJrcal Dc\IC<' Ste'e Adam\ 
17. 420 W. B=hne Rd., Ste. C 3 0 :\aliOn\l.lde Pharmareuucah Sr. VKe Pre,ident 
Claremont. C A 91711 1977 $2.6 moL Standard-13 l(.lc, Pla-'liL-s (9091 62)-~007/621-0JI) 
Link StafT'mg IR 5(10 "lA Technical Jude O'..,.iele 
18. 22_J4 S 'vloumam A-e 5 1 L.l. Clencal \Vt!~l. Rcgtonal \lanagcr 
Ontano. CA 91762 1958 WND Prof.{rech Lrte lndu,tnal (909) 467 12(Xl/467 3206 
Westalf 3 15 \\NO WND Temporal). Temp-to·llrrc. K.A.Aguilar 
19. 400 S. Ramona Ave. 425 X IE. D1n:rt Plar.:cmcnts Area Manager 
Corona, CA 92879 1989 $t\CXl n11L WND (9)1) H'IH-259V89X-9124 racorona@ we!.tall corn 
Robert Half Accountemps J 22 WND \anc-, h} Skill 'll'rn[X>I), TcmJHo-Hnl!. Fred M. Capalhy Ill, CP(' 
JAI. .l61l lnland Empu-e Bl,d, Ste. 4XO :!.50 5 Worklv.Klc r-uii-'Timc. Area Manager 
Ont.n>, CA 91764 1\196 WND Conungenr.:) Sfl<-'\:l.dlh'tl hn.Uloal Staffing (9('9) 945-2-.'l<J2/14'i 22'Jll 
Robert Half Accoun~mps 7 WND \Wt.-shy Skill letll[Xll), remp-t<>-lhn:. Diane Samucb 
21. 74-040 H1ghway Ill, Ste. 228 ~50 6 WOrldwide Spcoal11cd l·u~a~lli~ Branch Manager 
Palm Desen. CA 92260 1996 Wt\D Contmgcnc) S~1fling (7(\()J 836-IS~f>/l!l(J. IK22 
d~omc samucls(jl rhu com 
VOlt ~ices Group 3 1.100 \/A V.u~<-.- by Skill Ckr~<:al. Accnunung. lndu'>lrial. Kathi Rutherford 
22. 1201 l nnenlt) A\c.,ll204 .150 I 'i 
-\""nhl), Tc...-hnK·al. \rca \1anagcr 
R1versrde, CA 92507 1985 W\D Dlfcct Pl.1cement (951) 682-19J2J27S-o I2o 
kruthcrford(a voltxom 
Office Team 3 22 Wt\D $20-45,000 Temporal). !Cmp-tn-lllfc, Fred ~1. Capabl) Jll, CPC 
23. 3633 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 41!0 200+ 4 World"' ode Spccrallll·d Admtnl\lratlvc Area \1anagcr 
Ontano, CA 91764 1996 WND Contingency Staffing C'X1J) 94~-22R21945-2299 
Spherion WND '</A Varies by Skrll Full ServiCe, Admm"trauon. Angela Bierman 
24. 3602 Inland Emf>in' Blvd., Ste. A 130 N/A Lt. lndu\lnal. Bmnch Manager 
Ontano. CA 91764 1964 WI'<D Oftrcc Suppon (909) 941 I (\()()/')41 1709 
angelab•erman@,phcnon.com 
t.IIW18Jatlfte 2 II N/A N/A Clerical. Fmanciai/Arctg .• Ellen Hendrick.wn 
zs. 130 S. Moonwn Ave , Ste K & L 180 N/A Light lndustnal Market V1ce Pre,idcnt 
Upland. CA 91786 1976 WND (909) 982-6566/949-96'11 
The ('ulnr Group 16 W~D Vanes Perm,mcnt Sale,, John Breen 
26. 8599 Haven Ave , 11205 21 :>i/A :-.atiOn\l.ldC Mgmnt. and Markeung Area \1an.lg<r 
Rancho Cucamonga. C' A 91730 1979 W:-iD C'omingenC) (909) 989- J 1J.l/')X9· 1902 
CllttJq Edae SUIIInc 2 b N/A $7-lllO,(K)O Lt Industrial. Lisa Foes.• 
7:1. 43533 R1dge Parlt Dr ~I N/A Mcd .. al Prc\ldCnt Temecula. CA 92590 (95 1) 693 90JI> 
May 2006 
Union Dues Spent on Golf, Cadillac, 
Resorts, and Even Wai-Mart 
New Union LM-2 Fmanciallnformation Available and 
Searchable on UnionFacts.com 
Revtsed financial reportmg requirements by the Dcpartmcnl of 
Labor (DOL) arc exposing umon leaders' spcndmg with unprece-
dented clarity. On March 31, most maJOr unions filed their LM-2 
financial dtsclosure fonns wtlh the government, and Jaw-droppmg 
expenditures arc already easy to find. 
Usmg the search functiOn on www.umonfacts.com, making 
sense of the mounlams of unton financtal data is simple. A prelimi-
nary look revealed !he followmg. 
• Nearly S 1.5 million in umon members' dues money was 
spenl on golf 
• The Ironworkers AFL-CIO Local Umon 40 spen\ $52,879 on 
a new Cadillac for a rettnng prcstdent 
• $7.9 mill ron of employee dues money went to resort 
ex pend 1 tures 
• The Boilermakers AT L-CIO Local 374 spent $8,800 of 
employee dues money on Chnstmas gifts at Wal-Mart, 
desptte the labor movement's smear campatgn against the 
retatler. 
• Between six AFL-CIO locals. over $50,000 of employee dues 
money was spent at a single D.C. steakhouse. 
• The Af L-C 10 alone spent over $49 mtllton on political activi-
ties and lobbying- much of which ts spent quietly on m-kind 
political expenditures ltke pro-Kerry brochures and Websites. 
That's almost $20 million more than tt spent on representa-
tion actinties. 
"The mcreased transparency of union spending will be espcctally 
meaningful to umon members who arc getting their first candid look 
at how their mandatory union dues arc spent by labor officrals," satd 
Richard Berman exccuttve dtrcctor of the Center for Union Facts. 
"The 40 percent of union members who voted for George W. 
Bush might be interested to know just how much of their dues money 
went to support John Kerry." 
To learn more visit: www.UnionFacts.com. 
Loma Linda 
Chamber of Commerce 
18tk llNwoL 
Seromhlt, GoU Clossie. 
\VrnNr.soAY, Jae 28, 2CX>6 
5r..RRA Lw!s (k)u> c.omse 
Rcg1~tratlon: ll::x> - 1245 F' '1. 
Shotgun Start: 1:00 I' .1"1. 
A,,,artls Dinner "oll"";ng TOt,MamC"nt ., 
Cost •s S95 per plavcr 
Ear1v Bird Cost $85 pnor to J11nc ' U1 
Includes dinner gin bag and door prize ticket 
f"or Information on partk:.lpetllon and 
spoll801aii\J, coniBct the Lorna Undll Ollltnba-
111; 909-799-2828. 
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cnntmued from page 27 
The Inland Empire is proJected to add I. I million more people by 
20 I 0. a 34.2 percent growth rate. That will represent an average gain 
of I I 0, I 21 per year. As a result, the 20 I 0 populatiOn would reach 
4,3 I 0,000. In terms of sheer numbers. Riverstdc County is today the 
natton 's second fastest growmg county behind Maricopa County, 
Anzona. 
Moreover, aecordmg to the Husmg Economtc Report for 2003. 
for the pcnod between 2000 and 2020, the Inland Empire ts expect-
ed to add more people than Los Angeles County and just less than 
Orange, San Diego, and Vcnlura and Impenal counttes combined. 
At the end of the day, the housmg rndustry has been. and will 
contmuc to be, cyclical and by its very nature. susceptible to even 
small changes rn the market and the economy. But people need to 
lt\'c somewhere and the demand for housmg continues to greatly out-
pace the supply, whether rn the Inland Empire. or just about anyplace 
else m Southern California where people \\ant to live, or can afford 
to live From our perspecti\'e, the housmg market is ali\C and well 
. it's just taking a momentary breather 
Whilllesev Do\'1£ \web site i.1 1\'1\'I\'.H'd/and.com. 
AM 1510 KSPA 
''Tiine Out'' 
With Bill Anthony 
and Joe Lyons 
ED They ~view gounnet foods, travel and 
~ world lamous reslaurnteillS ... 
~ ... plus guest inteJViews with award 
winning chefs, renowned wine con-
noisseurs and leaders in the hospitality 
industry each Saturday on "Time Out" 
from I 0:30 to 11 :00 am. 
AM1510KSPA 
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RESTAURANT REVIE 'W 
The Great Dave & Buster Cheeseburger 
bv Joe Lyons 
OK. so v\hat is your f:l\onte hamburger? Around the office we argue the 
esthetics of that Issue. The populanl) of the B1g Mac. The Southern California 
1con that 1s the Double Double \vith cheese. The B.J. Burger. is now a\.a1lable 
ncar the Mills Mall. I can novv toss mto the mix, the Dave and Buster's Jim 
Beam cheeseburger ' o. It does not contam bourbon. It docs. howevet. feature 
a Jtm Beam BBQ sauce 
I really d td not plan to CnJO) tt so much. I was already m a bad mood when 
I gm there. Then I had to "att for an hour to be seated They really need to do 
somethmg about that 
Then I found out that the Da' e & Buster giti card that I had\\ on at a local 
chamber of commerce C\ent \\as onl) \\Onh 25. :\ot the $)0 I had bet:n prom-
tscd 
To add tom) dtsappomtment. m: \\a iter inforn1ed me that, had I been there 
an hour carltcr, I could ha\ c gotten a free S I 0 pia) mg card tor the arcade scc-
tton of the factltt) I told htm that. m fact. I actuall) had been there an hour ear-
lier I _iw.t couldn't be seated. SotT) 'bout that. 
:\ext the drink orders got screwed up. J\.1) \\ ife. who on!) dnnks dtct. got 
a full: loaded soda. One stp JUSt about sent her up to the roof SotT) 'bout that. 
also. I e xpected the worse \\hen the orders finally came. Remember. we were 
only having half of the meal we had counted on. 
The wife's Caesar salad tu rned out to be outstandmg. She loved tl . Ho\\ 
\\ as m)i Da' e & Buster's Jtm Beam burger'! Outstandmg It \\as pn:paredjust 
medium enough for me to tell tt had spent some ttme on the stove but not so 
much ti me that it had turned to ash. 
The sauce actually was d ifferent. I sa) that because there are a lot of BBQ 
ll 
NeW York Grill'" 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur I1:3o a.m.-9:30p.m. 
Fri 11:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.- 10:30 p.m. 
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York without the attitude! Thts award-winning 
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu 
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail , garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where 
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most 
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail wtth 
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts, 
outstandmg wine selection and entertainment to comple-
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi-
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
sauces out there and most of them are ahke. Don't say that to the people ,, ho 
created them because e\cryonc loves to think that thetr own spec tal rcc1pc can't 
be beat. 1 usuall) polttely nod and congratulate the sauce c reator and wonder 
what the color of the sky ts in his world. The Jim Beam burger is di!Tcrcnt. It is 
deltcious. It 1s spectal. Just sitttng here, several days later. writing about it 
makes me want lOJUlllp up and run over to the Mtlls Mall and ord..:r another one 
right now Maybe L\\0. b..:n the bun was tmpressive. 
It is easy to behc\c that Dave & Buster's is a bit overblown . It has pool-
rooms. a stage room, golf spaces. baseball alcoves. an c:nttrc arcade. a dining 
room. a pn\ate dtntng room, a bar and other sttes that I am not sure o f their pur-
for dessen. 
pose. Ftnding the rcstrooms ts ah\ ay s an 
ad\ enture. Ktds line up to '' tn tickets to 
exchange for pnzes. Gu) s I kmm can be 
found hanng drink> '' tth ''omen "ho arc not 
thetr \\1\Cs. There ts usuall) a btnhday party 
or a bridal shower gomg on some\\ h..:rc. 
Da\e and Buster's is practically a mall 
withtn the mall. It is a 'inual e\ent center. 
But the one hour '' att for dtnner ts qu1tc 
unnecessary. All of th1s not withstandtng. the 
next time the conversatton comes around to 
the best burger in the Inland l'mp1re. I kno'' 
• hO\\ I will cast my , ·ote I just hope the next 
I was sa\ tng room 
Pl'nonoli:l'd \\'inc l.ohcl\ f(w c/11_\' Occll\ion by 
T HE H ISTORIC 
GALLEANO WINERY 
C UCAMONGA V ALLEY SINCE 1927 
W e ddings • Annive rs aries 
• Birthdays • Special Eve nts 
• Graduations • Holiday Gifts 
GALLEANO WINERY 
4231 Wineville Road, Mira Lorna, CA 
91752 
We can 
custom 
dc'>ign 
a label 
JUSt for you 
tHing · 
Photo'> 
Logo'> 
colors 
lnvttation., 
Themes 
www.galleanowinery.com 
Tour the Htston c Winery Weekends l'le twecn 2:00pm to 4:00 pm Or by appotn-
mcnt Listed in the Nattonal Regtster of Histone Places 
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EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES 
Compan) '•me 
Addre-., 
Cit) , State, lip 
Office,J.L 
Com pan} \\ ide 
)r.l,<,tab. 1.£. 
Ol) mpic Staffing Sen ices 2 
28. 1365 W Footh1ll Bhd Ste H 
Upland. CA 91786 198~ 
Am> igor Staffing Sen ices 2 
29. 569 N Mountam Ave 3 
Upland, CA 91 786 t 988 
A.S.I. 2 
30. 750 Terrado Plaza 1131 5 
Covma. CA 91723 1994 
S & A Technical Staffing, Inc. 1 
31. 1150 N. Mountam, NIOtA 2 
Upland, CA 91786 1995 
Helpmates Staffing Services 1 
32. 9267 Haven Ave., 11180 10 
Rancho Cucamonga. C A 91730 1972 
Mgmt. Recruiters, I.E. Agency 1 
33. 19 E. Cllru> Ave .. Ste 201 900 
Redlands, CA 92373 1986 
Riverside Personnel Svcs., Inc. t 
34. 3590 Central Ave .. Ste 200 1 
R1vemde, CA 92506 1978 
Search West 1 
35. 2151 E. Convenuon Ctr. Wy., Ste. 121 B S 
Ontario, CA 91764 1982 
Corestaff Services 
36. 3200 Inland EmpJre, #120 
Ontario, CA 9 t 761 
Ultimate Staffing Service 
37. 10681 Footh1ll Blvd. Ste. 210 
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730 
I 
4 
1980 
I 
72 
1994 
AOC Accountant>. Overload I 
38. 4 141 1nland Emptre Blvd .• Ste. J03 ItO 
Ontario. CA 91764 1962 
Authorized Personnel Senice 
39. 9007 Arrow Rte . 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Gage & Associates I 
40. 5887 Brockton Ave., #200 I 
R1ver.1de, CA 92506 1976 
JM Staffing I 
41. 615 E. Footh1ll Blvd., Ste A 3 
San D1mas. CA 91773 1983 
Premkr Personnel Inc. I 
42. 10574 AcaCia, #D-2 I 
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 9 17l0 1996 
Kelly Staff Leasing 
43. 110 W A. Ste. 1700 
San D1ego, CA 9210 I 
CIE Search, Inc. 
44. 42335 Washmgton, Ste. E- 120 
Palm Desert, CA 92211 
Benchmark 
45. 2540 S Grove Ave. 
Ontario, CA 91761 
MacNaughton Associates 
46. 3600 Lime St. 
Riven.ide, CA 92501 
Marquee Statrmg Services 
47. 41411nland Emp1re Blvd.,NI75 
Ontario. CA 91764 
I 
2,000 
1980 
I 
I 
1983 
I 
8 
1996 
I 
I 
1994 
I 
10 
1999 
Emplo)ees IJ .. 
Prof. Recruiters 
2002 Re>eoue> 
11 
2H 
WND 
30 
6 
S2+ m1l. 
10 
N/A 
Sl2mll. 
6 
3 
WND 
13 
2 
WND 
4 
3 
$600 mil. 
10 
4 
\l.'ND 
14 
12 
WND 
20 
15 
WND 
WND 
4 
WND 
8 
7 
WND 
9 
'ti/A 
WND 
8 
6 
WND 
WND 
5 
WND 
8 
I 
WND 
N/A 
40 
N/A 
WNO 
4 
3 
WND 
2 
2 
$250.000 
N/A 
I of Searches "tear 
Search >\rea 
1) pe of Search fee 
W'ID 
S B /R1v Cnt}' 
None 
W!\D 
I E .. Orange/L.A Cnty' 
N/A 
WND 
California 
Negouable 
N/A 
200 
International 
Conungency 
WND 
Inland Empue 
Employer Pa1d 
1,000 
u.s 
Cont1ngency/Retamer. 
N/A 
WND 
IE. 
Employer Pa1d 
W'ID 
N/A 
200 
I.E. 
20-30% 
WND 
USA 
25~ 
WND 
Inland Empue 
N/A 
\•~· Candidate 
Salar~ Range 
Varie:!t 
Staftmg 
Vane, bySI..ill 
N/A 
$25-85.000 
N/A 
$50.000 
$20-75.000 
$50-150.000 
Sales 
$5-15.000 
WND 
$30-85.000 
$15-50,000 
$50-150,000 
$15-150.000 
Vanes by Skill 
N/A N/A 
7 $40-80,000 
50 to 100 
Retainer/Contingency 
WND $8-15 
6-10 $75.000 up 
Nationwide 
Employer 
N/A $21.000-80.000 
Temporary 
Permanent 
(909) 612-1588/612-1594 
Engmeenng.lechrucal. 
CompulL.T SW (Baan. SAP, Etc.}, 
Admin1~trat1ve 
Tech Support, Lt Ind., 
Temp(femp to H1re 
ClericaVAccountmg 
Telecommunicauon~. 
V01ce & Data, Assembly. 
Admm"trauve, Elec 
Clertcal 
Accounting. Techmcal 
L1ght lndu•trial 
Con~trucuon/Engr. Arch. 
Full/Part-Time 
Temporary 
Acctg./Office Support 
Admm1strauon-Fmancml 
Technical 
(909) 937-0100/937-0101 
Temporary & Permanent , 
Clerical, Ught lndu>tnal 
Accountmg. Techmcal 
L1ght lndustrtal, 
Clerical 
mland@ultlmatestafting.com 
Temporai). Temp-to-Hue. 
Full-Time Placement> 
m Accounting, Finance 
U. Industrial. 
Clerical, Accounung. 
Techmcal 
Permanent 
Executive RecrUitment 
Temp-to-Hire. Clertcal, 
Techmcal, Accounting. 
Mgmnt .. L1ght lndustrial 
Execuuve, Technical, 
lndustriai/Ciencal 
Penn Placemenls 
Prof Employer Org .. H.R. 
Outsourcmg. Payrole, Adm., 
Benefits, R"~ Mgmnt., 
Mamtam l'er;onnel SySiem.~ 
Construction 
Engineering 
ProductiOn Staffing 
Execuuve Search 
Permanent 
Temp & Full-Time 
Accounung. Clerical. 
Escrow. Mortgage & Title 
Top Local E•ecuthe 
Title 
Phone/Fa.>. 
E-!\1ail Address 
Mike Schell 
\'Ice President/Gen. Mgr 
Victor Teller 
D1rector 
(909) 920-50371')20-5040 
amvigor@aol.com 
!\1arsha Malloy 
CEO 
(626) 859-2366,<)15-0330 
malloyas1@eanhlmk.net 
Anita Starks 
Pres1dent 
(909) 931-4441/931-4445 
>tark.stemp@aol.com 
Dan Struve 
CEO 
(909) 484-2688/484-2699 
Maurice R. Meyers 
Manager 
<909> 335-2055n92-4194 
maurice@mrredlan<h.corn 
s. Mitcheii/Z. Beard 
Founder.; 
(951l 788-7900n88-1676 
Rosalie Russell 
General Manager 
ontariO>.w@searchwest.com 
Paris Gustin 
Area Sale. Manager 
(909) 989-48 18/948-1249 
Colleen Hooker 
Nauonal D1rector/Panner 
(909} 945-2191/945-3270 
Julie Daignault 
Branch Manager 
(909) 466-8880/466-5470 
JUiie.daignault@aocnet.com 
Debra Talavera 
Office Manager 
(909) 466-1881/466-0476 
apsserv1ce@aol.com 
Arthur M. Gage 
President 
(951) 684-4200/684.{)138 
Chiquita Bell Cooper 
Pre" dent/CEO 
(!KXJ) ~909) 599-3598 
cbc@JIIbtaff.com 
K.C~C. Founbdo 
Panners/Ownen 
(909) 980-30031980-2773 
www.premierppt.corn 
Cassandra Mitchell 
Business Development 
(!KXJ) 87-STAFFA909l 672-6217 
cassandramucbell@ 
kellyservJCeS.com 
JU~eSE.Browo 
President 
(760) 568-3060 
Lisa York 
Area Manager 
(909) 930-10401930-0402 
Sperry MacN ........ 
President 
<9St > 788-4951n88-4953 
sperrym@p.cbell.nel 
Jackk Harms 
Area Manager 
(909) 483-5599/483-5594 
NIA E Ntll~. WND • IM>odd Not DUdou, 114 = 1101awlilabk. 1M'"""""""' 1ft tlw abowlrst wosoiHarMdfrom tlw <'OIIIptlllksliskd. To tlw /Nst of ow blow/. dte ill/ot-litM..,.,_ ~~­
as offi'U6 '*-· wr.u. ,_,., u IJIIJik "'mswn tlw li1XWrlcy tutd t~torot~rluwss of tlw lin, -u.ru..u tutd typottroplri<dl trrON -· ocnu. I'IH# Mltd--. or...........,"".........,,._,_ Ill> 
77w lrtltMd .,_ ....._, larlnM/.1'.0. leu IIJ19. R.do c.._. CA 91729-IIJ19.11nftrc1W IIY s-lra 0/vmJ. Copyri,. 2006. n.a liJt .,_,rJ Ill dlr.., 2005 '-11/dlr ,_. &lpft ........ ~ 
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.MANAGING 
Business Planning: Charting Your Course to Success 
h1 Bob Ganm~ 
Succc"ful ptratcs. such a~ Str F r.mch Drake, gcncnllcd phenom-
enal\\ ealth \\ lulc un~ucees~ful ptratcs fi~eed a longs\\ tm home 
Succc~sful ptr:llcs ah' ays had a plan. "hich they had comtmttcd 
to follm\. The existence of a plan did not guarantee success. but 
pirates \\ ho had not committed '' holc-heartedly to .1 plan had little 
chance of succeeding. 
The same is true today. We hav c to chart. then sttck to. a course 
that \\ill build our success. The unexpected happens. We may be 
di,erted otT course by sudden storms, but the stronger our commit-
ment to our plan, the quicker we get back on course and continue our 
journey to success. 
It is the planning process. rather than the plan ttsclf that is most 
important. The pirate planning process involved three steps: 
Step #1: Build Commitment 
Everything else being equal. commitment \\ins every time. The 
business planning process is a valuable. but all too often overlooked 
opportunity to build commitment. Early pirates were an unruly, quar-
relsome and lazy bunch. 
They quickly learned that they got nowhere. until they had gener-
ated a solid commitment to work together to steal and share treasures! 
Pirate captains were the first to discover that people best imple-
mented decisions that they helped to make. Bearing this in mind. 
pirates made a point of 'getting everyone on board' before sailing, by 
discussing and voting on the following key factors; 
• Where they would sail. 
• Their rules of conduct. 
• Ho\\ they would divide any and all treasures to be found. 
With agreement on these points. pirates elected their captain and 
held them accountable for following their plan. 
The pirate practice of 'getting everyone on board' before sailing 
is still a great idea. People today. like the pirates of yesteryear, best 
implement decisions that they helped to make. 
Furthermore, involving your colleagues in your planning sessions 
will lead to better decisions. Two heads arc better than one: three arc 
better than two, especially when they bring different perspectives to 
the issues to be dealt with and the decisions to be made. 
In larger organizations. senior management will usually develop 
its purpose, objectives and corporate strategies. The next step, but one 
that is often overlooked, is to then assign responsibilities and 
accountabilities throughout the organization. Each team at every level 
is asked to develop its own game plan for achieving its goals. which 
in tum dovetail into the corporate goals. Properly done, this process 
will strengthen the sense of ownership of, and commitment to. deci-
sions made. 
Step #2: Discover Your Best Opportunities 
Pirates found that the world's oceans were huge, that they would 
rapidly wear out their sails and rigging. and go a long time between 
captured treasures, if they chose to chase ships all over the world. To 
succeed, they had to choose what areas of the world's oceans to cover 
in their pursuit of treasures. 
It was true of pirates and it's still true today. You cannot be all 
things to all people and need to focus on what we do best as part of 
our business planning process. This involves two steps. 
Firstly, review your core skills (what you like doing, do best, and 
du on a dail) basts, that ts of benefit to ) our target~<.! n.stomers l 
Second!). id~ntify) our best marketplace opportumtH::~ St<~rt ,, tth 
cmcrgmg future opportumties and threats that you ne~d to constder 111 
) our decision-making. \l,ltch up emerging opportunitt~s "tth your 
cores skills. \\here do you sec your best fits'1 Ptck your most prom-
ising one or t\\ o opportunities. Proceed to de' clop a game plan to 
successfully de\ clop and serve those markets. 
Step #3: Innovate to Succeed 
Only a very small percentage of busmesses make a lot of money. 
Most businesses fall into the trap of matching competitive pricing 
that squeezes profit margins. Faced with such intense competition, 
pirates \~ould innovate sufficiently to outsmart their opponents or sail 
away to find another situation where they could be successful. What 
they would never do is stay in a situation where they could not thmc. 
Today's leaders have similar choices. They can craft innovative 
strategies to serve customers so well that they leave thetr compel! tors 
behind. or find new and more profitable markets to serve. 
While competition was not a big factor for ptrates, battles at sea 
were. Such battles were extremely risky. Any shtp could be hit and 
sunk by a few lucky shots. To avoid battles, successful pirates became 
innovators, appearing when and where least expected to capture ships 
without fighting. 
Whether the challenge is intense price competition, or the need to 
a\oid battles at sea. the solution is usually found through innovattvc 
thinking. In each case. what ts needed is a unique game plan that 
opponents cannot quickly respond to successfully. Ha\ ing generated 
a head stan. the best innovators continue to innovate. lea\i ing com-
petitors to continually play catch up. 
To maximize your crev .. 's innovative thinking capacity do the fol-
lowing: 
• MO\c your business planning session off site. Rent a meeting 
room. or someone else's boardroom. 
• Allow ttmc for people to shift their way of thinking away from 
their own position in the company to look at issues from a purely 
corporate perspective. 
• Provide adequate time for discussions. 
• Bring in a skilled facilitator who can energize your sessions. 
stimulate innovative ideas and manage discussions. 
• Listen proactively to each and every suggestion. Strive to truly 
understand the possibilities behind each suggestion before ever 
rejecting any idea. 
• Generate humor and comic relief to keep the energy level high 
and the innovative thinking flowing. 
Wrap Up 
Shiver me timbers mates, learn to plan like pirates. Build greater 
commitment through shared decision making. Focus on your best 
opportunities. Innovate to create bold, successful strategies. Then set 
sail for your best year ever. 
Boh Garrow can he reached a! info([~.,pirateleadership.com 
May 2006 
continued from Jill!'< I\ 
5. Cut to the eha\e 
Smcc firing an employee tor \~hate\ cr reason is nc\ cr a pleasant 
task. ~~ may seem appropriate for managers to take a \\hilc to get to 
the pomt or dodge the tssue in an attempt to be "t11ce." However, itts 
best to be cl~ar. concise and upfront about the purpose for managers 
to take a while to get to the point or dodge the issue in an attempt to 
be "mcc ... However, It is best to be clear, concise and upfront about 
the purpose of the mectmg and to summarize the rcason(s) tor the ter-
minatiOn and the opportumttcs for development and improvement 
alTered which were not met. In addttton, the seemmgly good inten-
tion of bemg mcc wtll only cause the terminated employee to resent 
you more. The longer the exit 111tcrv1cw lasts, the greater the likeli-
hood of further dysfunclional communication and potcnlial for vio-
lence. 
6. Sho\\ them their money 
Offer all past due salary or monies immediately to the employee 
without delay or fanfare. If there arc appropriate severance pay otTers, 
make them at thts time. This \\ill at least take some of the sting out 
of the term111ation cxpenencc. 
7. Offer win-win alternatives 
In downslZlng scenarios where you are forced to tcrmmate high 
quality employees. make every attempt to help them locate addttion-
al opportumtics, along with the willingness to write letters of refer-
ence when appropriate. Organizations that make attempts to take 
care of their valuable assets in good limes and 111 bad "ill reap both 
short and long-term benefits. You never kno\\ if or \\hen the person 
continuedji·om page 30 
true. 
The key is to draw out the 
very best 111 those around you. 
Providing them with tra111ing that 
will allO\\ them to be more pro-
ductive. Reward success and cre-
ate momentum Buy books and 
audio series as gifts to stunulatc a 
fresh tlow of Ideas. 
7. Believe that Change 
Happens in an Instantr'1 
For years people have 
believed that moving ahead in 
their career required them to 
focus on the ME portion of their 
efforts. True leaders and vision-
aries have learned that it has 
always been about focusing all of 
their attention on helping those 
around them grow and become 
the people they were meant to 
become. When you give people 
the freedom and encouragement 
to share their best ideas with you. 
you will unleash more potential. 
power and performance in your 
organization than you even knew. 
continued }i"om page 5 
today, then focus your attention 
on helping those around you 
grow and become the people they 
were meant to become. charged; 
and (3) as a result of the perfect 
charge level, battenes last up to 
three times longer than with tradi-
tional rapid chargers or trickle 
chargers. 
About GEM Power 
GEM Power, LLC, ts a pri-
vately-held small business 
based in Redlands. GEM Power 
was founded in 2000 with the 
intent to develop an intelligent 
battery charging technology that 
could charge batteries faster and 
more efficiently, while at the 
same time adding to usable bat-
tery life. Receiving its first con-
tract from Naval Air Systems 
Command in 2002, their initial 
research focused on Department 
of Defense applications with AC 
to DC charging systems. This 
intelligent charging technology 
development continues with 
additional research and develop-
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you term111ate toda) might be your supcn 1sor tornorro\\. 
8. AIIO\\ a graceful exit 
Unless a safety nsk is present, allo'~ terminated employees to say 
thetr goodbyes and gather their personal cfTccts without a sho\\ of 
force Yet at the same lime. mamtain common sense security precau-
tions to prevent unauthonzed tampering or theft of property. Be espe-
cially careful with sensitive computer data and back up all essential 
tiles in the event that the tem1inatcd employee decides to include sab-
otage as a going away present. 
9. Keep the yellow light on 
I lave secunty and all key management personnel to be VIgilant 
for any "return customers." Change is difficult for all personnel and 
terminalion ts a stgnificant event in anyone's hfc. Although adhering 
to termination best practices will stgmficantly reduce the probability 
of a re-cscalation incident, there ts alv~ays the remote chance for the 
terminated employee to return unexpectedly to "settle the score." All 
organizatiOns should exercise thts healthy degree of caution no mat-
ter how calm the person appeared during the exit interv ie\\. 
10. Document, document, document 
Keep timely and accurate records at each level of the employment 
process including all cases of employee counsel, warning, suspcnston 
or tcrmmation. In nearly all cases of mediation, arbitration or htiga-
tion, the party with the best documentation will usually prevail. 
Although never pleasant, using these win-win termination strategies 
will help to avoid potential \\Orkplace violence incidents or costly 
lawsuits and. m tum, ensure that both parties can move forward in 
their personal and professional lives. 
mcnt contracts from Na-..al Air 
Systems Command, Office of 
Na\al Research and U.S. Am1y 
Tank-Automotive and 
Armaments Command. GEM 
Power is now transferring and 
applying its proven charging 
technology into smaller scale sys-
tems for DC to DC charging of 
radios and other equipment used 
by civilian first responders 
(police. fire and rescue). For 
more information. call (909) 796-
9089, or visit the company's web-
site at http: ww\\.gempower.biz. 
About the Office of Technology 
Transfer and 
Commercialization (OTTC) 
OTTC (http://www.ottc/ 
csusb.edu) is the management 
office for a grant program known 
as CCAT. Center for 
Commercialization of Advanced 
Technology. funded by the Otlicc 
of Naval Research (ONR) 
through Congressman Jerry 
Lewis's otlice. The Foundation 
for California State University, 
San Bernardino hosts and over-
sees OTTC. CCAT pro\idcs 
grants mtended to be used in two 
\\ays: (I) to help companies 
develop commercial applications 
for technologies that have been 
developed in government labora-
tories: and (2) to help the govern-
ment find technologies it needs 
for defense and homeland securi-
ty needs and help them along so 
they can enter government pro-
curement channels. OTTC is a 
two-way conduit that acts as a 
virtual incubator for advanced 
technology. There arc two CCAT 
programs in Southern California, 
with the other one being in San 
Diego (http://www.ccat-
sandicgo.org). 
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I~M53 MAIS ST 
HESPERIA CA 92:145 
Sl'NKISSED TANNING 
ASHEL Y LOWMAN 
178~8 Pll'.'E ST 
HESPERIA CA 92:145 
TAl'RO TRANSPORT. r'loC 
9211 OLE!I.tA A\'E 
HESPERIA CA 92345 
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TRI-THIS-TIP 
SAMl'EL FONSECA 
14476 HERCL:LES STREET 
HF$PERIA CA 92345 
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HIGHL .. SD CA 92.146 
MONSTER ALARM 
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MJHRAN PAYASSIAN 
28337 TIARA COURT 
HIGHLAND CA 92346 
9~ 1-202-8'98 
MY PROJECT S'1TDIO 
LARRY WILLL>.MS 
7211 BOULDER AVE •151 
HIGHLAND CA 92346 
951 -341-9098 
SHARPER IMAGE MOBILE 
AUTO DETALLING 
KELLY A EVANS 
28617 CA'ITEBL:RY WAY 
HIGHL>.ND CA 92346 
909-21Hl270 
EASI 
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IRVINE CA 92614 
BOLLINGER CONSULTING 
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DEBORAH KAY BOLLINGER 
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JOSHUA TREE CA 92252 
JOSHUA TREE HEALTH 
FOODS 
LINDA L PERRY 
61693 29 PALMS HWY 
JOSHUA TREE CA 92252 
DISTil'.CT MOBILE 
DET~Il.L"G 
CRAIG SKIBISKI 
12 OLD SPIRE 
LADERA RA~CH Co\ '126'14 
760-912-5940 
BIGG JL PRODlCTIO'•S 
JULIEN A HOWARD SR 
28107 GENEVA lN 
L .. KE ARROWHEAD C'\ 
92352 
909-771-{.658 
LAKE ARROWHED 
FLEET~ 
UZKANAYAN 
28236 GENEVA 
LAKE ARROWHEAD CA 
92352 
MESSAGE OS A BOTTI.E 
AGNES T PETERSON 
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CORTHO GROLP 
DIANA L THOMAS 
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MENTONE CA 92'159 
888-668-7812 
KELL\" KAY SERVICES 
KELLY K SNODGRASS 
11~8 JASPER AVE 114 
MEl'. TONE CA 92159 
909-534-7576 
NLRTLRE THE BODY 
2173 COLTON AVENUE 
MENTONE CA 92'15Q 
951-757-16'15 
YUCALPA\CALJ~IESA 
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VIRGIL L THO\IPSOS 
2758 MILL CREEK RD 
MENTON'£ CA 92.'59 
AJA PLUS !lfEDICAL 
STAFFING !'IETWORK 
ALEX UCHE 
4706 BROOKS STREET 
MONTCLAIR Co\91761 
909-625-5665 
AMERICAN CANVAS 
EPIFANIO 0 MARTINEZ 
HOLT BLVD 
MONTCLAIR CA 91763 
909-9114-4115 
AMERICAN SURVEIL-
LANCE SYSTEMS 
JAMES R BATTE 
5587 HOLT AVE. SUITE 108 
MONTCLAIR CA Ql785 
BECKY'S \ENDiroiG 
SNACK MACHINE 
REBECCA B HODGSON 
1(1270 POULSE.'I ·WENLE 
\,-fONTCLAIR CA 91763 
909-624-0188 
CENTRAL AYE MARKET 
SANJAY PATEL 
10132 CENTRAL AVE 
MONTCLAIR C A 91761 
909-547-4908 
CTDESIG""S 
'1440 AlJTOPLEX DR 
\10NTCLAIR CA 9176'1 
F&C FLRNITtJRE OUTLET 
FELIX R OJITO 
4027 HOLT 
MONTCLAIR CA 91761 
FES ACCESSORIES 
FERNMIOO E SOLTERO 
44017 STATAST 
\10NTCL-\IR C·\ Ql761 
J&R AUTO COLUSIOS 
REPAIR 
JOSE ·\ \1.\CI •\S 
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DEVELOPMEI'<I CO 
~255 STATE ST 
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STARFLSH 
CHOOSG Kl LEii 
9200 MONTE VISTA AVE .. 
~9 
MONTCLAIR CA 91763 
909-447-4196 
YALORDE FLOWERS 
PEDRO L URQLIAGA 
4601 BROOKS ST. STE 6 
'1.10NTCLAIR CA 9176'1 
909-447-4621 
ASTROLITE 
RECREATION VEHICLES 
WILLIAM FREDERICK 
LING LEY 
48999 PARADISE AVE 
MOROSGO VALLEY CA 
92256 
\SPECIAL TOUCH 
FLORIST 
SUSAN MARIE (;RAHAM 
1406 BAILEY AVE STE A 
"'EEDLES CA 92361 
AC/DC ELECTRIC 
GUY W MILBURN 
1!671 FUF-'ITE AVE...,UE 
OAK HILLS CA 92345 
C & C APPRAISAL 
SERVICES 
JAMES CHRISTOPHER 
COMSTOCK 
11491 STUVELING STREET 
OAK HILLS CA 92345 
HIGH DESERT RAIN 
GUTTERS 
JOSE.·\ AVELLANEDA 
6725 ESCO:-IDIOO AVENL'E 
OAK HILLS CA Q2:145 
760-947-7660 
ADVA CEO ELECTRICAL 
INNOVATIONS 
NICHOLAS BERKLEY 
OLLilA 
645 W PHILADELPHIA ST 
01'/TARIO CA 91762 
ALEX'S PIZZA & DELl 
ALEJANDRO A RAMIREZ 
1226 EAST 6TH STREET 
ONTARIO CA 91764 
ALLEN'S MOLDlNG 
ACCESSORIES 
1240 EAST LOCUST 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
ALLWOOD DESIG" 
Dt;SG H PIIAM 
1720 E. MONTICFLLO CT 
O:O.IARIO C-\ 91761 
\L\ BROTHERS 
TRl'CKJ'.,(, 
'I.IOIIA\1~ D \ \LY 
192' S QL \KI-R RIDGE Pl 
0'-T\RIOC'\91761 
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APPLIED MATERIAL 
TECHSOLOGIES 
2006 SOUTII BARKER AVE 
O:O.TARIO CA 91761 
BASKIN ROBBI"S 1109 
1\.UCHELLE K BONG 
II '17 :-1 \10UNTAIN AVENLE 
01'/TARIO CA Ql762 
909-986-9165 
C. J. BROWN COURT 
REPORTING 
DEBORAH L BROWN 
850 WEST PRINCETON 
STREET 
ONTARIO CA 91762 
909-460- 1422 
CAL TEK COMMUNICA-
TIONS 
AVELINO B GEAGA 
3113 WHITESTAG RD 
ONT,\RIO CA 91761 
909-229-4585 
CARBORU,DL!II 
'-BRASI\ES CO~fPANY 
3790 EAST JURUPA ST 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
DALWEST 
2500 E FRA:-oCIS ST 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
DDAISYS 
DAISY D SACRO 
251 EAST ST ANDREWS 
STREET 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
909-46 7-0 I X I 
DYNAMIC LIQUIDATIONS 
JOHN A KERR 
2050 S HELLMAN AVE 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
E & l\1 ELECTRONICS 
ll.tARIBEL CORTEZ 
7407 E RIVERSIDE DR 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
909-98R-<l525 
EL MEXICAr-.0 I 2 
DANIEL CORREA 
612 N. EUCLID WE. 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
Q()9-984 1711 
EMII.tANUEL 
TRANSPORTATION 
SERVICES 
RICARDO M MURILLO 
'I 10 E PIIILADELPHIA 
STREET 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
QQ9-263-8275 
ER CONSTRUCTION 
SER\ICES 
RYAN E RANTZOW 
81X COPPER PRIVADO 
ON'TARIO CA 91762 
QQ9 ~17-1X65 
ISL \S TROPIC.\!. 
FRliTS LI.C 
658 D \\ HOLT BL \ D 
01'-.T\RIOC\~1761 
J&H\UI'O 
BOD\-0'-T\RIO 1'-C 
lll5 \\ ST \TI- ST 
0:0.1.\RIO C-\ 91762 
JLB NnRPRISL 
JASON l Bl RNETf 
X27 N PAI.MEo'TIOAVEAPTE 
ONTARIO CA 91762 
QQ9-268-7545 
KE\IN LASTR 
APES SERVICES 
KEVIN H LASTRAPES 
l07X CENTL:RION PL 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
626-52'1 5~74 
L' AMOUR NAILS 
ERICAL 
2.55 W FRAI'CIS ST 
ONTARIO CA 91762 
'\fAYLLY 
KEI HWAJUN 
~357 W MISSION 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
NISAA ENTERPRISE 
LAURA C ROGERS 
5.34 E ST ANDREWS ST 
ONT\RIO CA 91761 
OLRUMEINC 
1919 E. RIVERSIDE DR 
ONT·\RIO CA 91761 
ROSYS' HOLSE CLEANING 
ROSA DELIA LOPEZ 
1417 W FAWN STREET 
ONTARIO CA 91762 
SHJATSL' MASSAGE 
VOtiNG PAHN 
537l W MISSION 
ONTARIO CA 91761 
CUSTOM COMMERCIAL 
SERVICES 
LEONARD CISNEROS 
5469 CARLTON ST 
ONTATRIO CA 91762 
909-816-5287 
\BSOLUTf: CO\IPUTER 
SOLUTIO'S 
"'ICHAI·.L J OSBORN 
6162 SMOKI:.'TREE RD 
PHElAN CA 92'171 
760-662-9844 
J \JANITORIAL AND 
FLOOR CARE 
VIVIAN GRIZZELL 
9965 VALLE VAISTA RD 
PHELAN CA 92371 
NATURAL ELEMEroi"J'S 
TARA MATTHEWS 
4201 PHELAN RD SUITE X 
PHELAN CA 92371 
THE HEALING 
FREQUENZY•BC 
BEVERLY JEAN MAURER 
94'12 MONTE VISTA RD 
PHFLAN CA 92371 
RED DOG S.\LOO" 
535'15 MA'I ST 
PIO'If.l- RTOWJ\ C.\ 9226X 
AHORD\OLF. 
CO,TR.\CTORS 
ROSI 11\vl··\ 
'"lQU Pl--\CER ST .tE 
R \NOlO CLCA\IOSGA 
l \9 710 
!}(1'1 ~8()-5,75 
\G \Pf. f Xl ER\11'- \Tl'o,{, 
<1<59 CFN'TER WE . #P 
RAS('fl() Clll' -\\10SGA C-\ 
917.l0 
\LTO BODY 2000 
MAl'.t:EL '-IEDINA 
9'160 Nll\'TH ST 
RAr>OCHO CUCAMOSGA 
CA 91710 
BALANCED LIFE 
CHIROPRACTIC 
7890 HAVEN AVENUE, 
StJITE I 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
CA Ql730 
BEZOLD PHOTOGRAPH\ 
PETER BEZOLD 
9S95 EVEMNG SOSG PI 
RAr>OCBO CUCA\!ONGA 
CA<ll87'1 
909-9X6-~249 
CELEBRATECELEBRATf;! 
GRETHEL A CABISOI'. 
12505 N MAINSTREET 
RANCHO CUCAMO~GA 
CA917W 
909-646-718X 
CHISATRADE 
CONSULTI!I.G 
JACK JOf. WONG 
12244 CLYDESDALE DR 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
CA917W 
COLDWELL BANKERS. 
DAHLER REALTY 
6401 HAVEN AVE 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
CA 91717 
909-945-01 B 
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Sam Crowe, chairman of the 
board of the Inland Empire 
Small Business Financial 
Development Corporation 
announced the appointment of 
two new members to its board of 
directors. Sam Crowe, (IESBD-
FC) chairman of the board, wel-
comed Jerry NanteU, regional 
vice president senior commer-
Riverside business financial cen-
ter. KuykendaU's professional 
career incorporates over 25 
years of banking experience. 
Prior to her appointment with 
Citizens Business Bank, 
KuykendaU was the assistant 
vice president/customer service 
manager for California Bank and 
Trust. Panl Baamua 11 
Citizens Business Bank's new 
assistant vice president and busi-
ness development officer of the 
bank's small busmess adminis-
tration (SBA) service. 
Baumann's professional career 
incorporates over 13 years of 
banking experience. He was the 
VICO prettdent 8Dd 
development odicer for R..llr •r l 
America m San Diego CA, 
before that be was the --~~~ 
vice presadent and 
development officer for 
Bank ofCaliforma m San ....... _ , ..• 
CA. luon Gould has also 
co1lli1tllell 011 J19 JJ 
cial lender of Canyon ational r---....... ...,11!!"":"~...,...._..,.__,.!"'-"------------------....... -..;... __ __, 
Bank located in Palm Desert. 
IESBFDC would also like to 
welcome Gene Valdez, senior 
vice president, sales and market-
• ing manager of Inland Empire 
National Bank located in 
Riverside. Valdez has over 30 
years of experience in commer-
cial lending... Gaming resort 
veteran Paul Ryan, has been has 
been named general manager of 
Fantasy Springs Resort CasiDo 
& Spedal Events Center by 
East Valley Tourist 
Development Authority, a sub-
sidiary of the resort's owners, the 
Cabazon Band of Mission 
Indians. Ryan brings with him 
more than 25 years of casino and 
hotel management expenence 
from Atlantic City, NJ. Smce 
2003, the 49-year-old Ryan has 
served as executive v1ce presi-
dent of hotel and food and bev-
erage operataons for Trump 
Entertamment Resorts Inc 
which mcluded the 1,250-room 
Trump TaJ Mabal Casmo Resort, 
the 728-room Trump Manna 
Hotel Casmo and the 903-room 
Trump Plaza " ----.-...... 
His~ invo,lv.ecl P'Vel~ll& 
staff of 
your family' 
health is our 
specialty 
EXEC UTI 
Vibrant Sydney - A Tou«:h of Down Under 
by Camille Bound~ Travel Editor 
Climb a bndgc, cruise a harbor, 'is it a unique world famous opera house and 
sec u one of the largest fish markets on thts planet. Dance wtth the diHs; relax at 
some of the finest spas and the most luxurious servtcc-onented hotels anywhere in 
the world. Dine at the finest restaurants with gounnet menus that make Zagat and 
Mtchclin drool. Fly with an airline that makes it comfortable and easy to get there. 
Thts ts all there for your enjoyment and pleasure m Sydney, Australia 
Sydney ts to Australia as San Francisco ts to the Umted States. or Pans ts to 
Frdncc. It is completcl} umquc from the rest of thts "do\l<n under" island. You can 
ne,cr say you ha\e seen Austraha tfyou ha\e only been to Sydney. Yet tt ts a wel-
come contrast to a contment that seems mcredtbly remote and tsolated to the aver-
age urbanized traveler 
There is a relaxed extra-fncndly atmosphere JUSt about evetywhere you go. 
wtth a glorious mtx of humamty from around the globe. ~eighborhoods wtth the 
foods and cultures of Indonesians. East Indians, Vtctnamese, South Pactfic 
Islanders and, of course, the ongmal Aborigmal people make up only a small part 
of thts grand mtx of modern-day Sydney. "Sydneystders" arc as happy, congemal 
und latd hack as one can get. You mtght say Sydney ts not only a place to VISit but 
also gl\cs the feeling of a great place to live. 
Sydney has a rich. gutsy htstory that reads like a fictiOnal novel. In 1787, the 
area was populated by about 3000 Aborigines; in 17R8, the first fleet arrived from 
England. Convicts. sailors and soldiers were to be the settlers of the area. Governed 
at one time by the mfarnous Captain 
Bligh (before his well-documented sea 
voyage) and a series of governors after 
him, Sydney evolved in a little over 200 
years into an mdustrial giant and tourist 
haven. 
The weather is almost always warm 
and balmy and the glistenmg Sydney 
Harbor makes Jt one of the world's most 
beautiful cities offering some of the best in dimng, sports, culture, and nightlife. 
The stunning Sydney Opera House is one of the outstanding attractions of Sydney. 
It hosts performances by top international talents in addition to the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra, the Australian Ballet and the Sydney Theatre Company. 
There are tours of this interesting architectural marvel as well as backstage tours of 
the theatres. Family-owned Captain Cook's Cruise gives the opportunity 10 men-
tally organize the harbor with orated cruises about Sydney's landmarks and history 
of the area. 
Climbing to the top of the Sydney Harbor Bridge is a once in a lifetime exhil-
arating experience. Professional climb leaders prep and dress the guests for the 
climb. Safety is the first consideration of the climb leaders. Tbrougbout the climb, 
through the earphones that are supplied, they will explain the fascinating history of 
the building of the bridge. A photo of the arrival at the lOp is included in the ticket. 
For some offbeat evenmg fun, take a Sydney by Diva lOUr. Here a guide takes 
the lOUr bus on a boisterously interactive, entertaining lOur explaining the culture 
and history of the city with a professional very entertaming drag queen. Absolutely 
non-offensive and a ton of fun. This is all only a slight brush of what is available in 
this lively pulsating city. 
Wbere to 1tay In Syd•ey: Near the waterfront and alongside the famous 
Rocks area is the exquisite Observatory Hotel, a part of the prestigious Orient-
Express Hotels. Distinctive and with understated elegance, guests are a stroll away 
from the main harbor and ferry wharves. Noted for excellent semce an6serene 
atmosphere, this is a place 10 relax and enjoy the ambumce of an intimate, first-clul 
hotel with a view of the Sydney Harbor Bridge and the famous Sydney Opera 
House. The rooms are luxurious with f:Vety amemty available, including ~tate-of­
the-art, high-speed broadband Internet access. for the astute business traveler. CD, 
VCR and DVD players are awilable in rooms. 
The Galileo Restaurant 
unmatched servtce. An tmpressive wme list is avatlable Stocked wtth c:boice 
liquors. liqueurs and wines. the Globe Bar can supply the finest pre- and after• 
ner dnnks to the complete sallsfaclton of the guest. 
A beautiful, romantic 20-mctcr subterranean indoor pool, wtth a star-studded 
ceiling. generates a relaxed setting to unwmd from a long trip. The Observatory • 
the home of The "Rejuvenate" the most exclustve day spa tn Sydney. It otrea a 
comprehenstve menu of servtces with an experienced staff 
The Observatory has garnered JUSt about every dtstmgutshed award ~ 
tlonally and domestically for tmpeccable servtce, cutsme and hotel property Tbia 
superb place, that ts more than a fine 
hotel. ts a little btl of Eden m the mtddle 
of a vtbrant bustling ctty. 
For mformatwn and resen.a/1011< 
liS II """" observatorvhotel.com au 
The Sheraton on the Park boasts 24 
luxunous floors of beauty and conven-
tence. This lovely hotel nses maJestically 
over Hyde Park wtth stunning views of 
Sydney and the harbor. Located in the center of Sydney's shoppmg and busilat 
district. and mmutes from all transportation, makes tt an tdeal chotce for~ 
meetings and visitors. A complete business center with executive sectetarial ...,. 
tees is available seven days a week. Rooms are spactous, comfortable aad .._. 
fully furnished. The bathrooms are beautifully designed wtth black marble wi6 
lovely paintings m the rooms and refi'eshingly found over the commode aad 1116-
tub. Fine dining can be found throughout the hotel. The outstanding Boallica 
Brassene on level one offers one of the most spectacular buffets ever 10 JIIICe • 
planet It is a true "dining expenence" with station after stabon of food 
and presented in the finest manner. The Executive Club Lounge on tbe 2lll 
offers quiet elegance for breakfast or snacking or just a cup of tea or c:otree 
the day, and pre-dinner drinks are served in the evening. The panormuc: 
take your breath away. A health club features a complete gynuuwum and • ...._ 
heated pool and spa. A fully-equipped business center completes this fine~ 
ty. For reservations and rates viait www.sheraton.com/sydney 
H-tepttllere: 
Qaalas airlines offer DOD-Stop flights 10 Sydney from Los Angeles ... lit 
Francilco. Service and food is above average. 
. Business and first-cltiiiS offers a seat that turns into a comfortlble bed, 
even accommodates six-foot plus passengers), and completes at lealllO 
lions 10 make the passenger comfortable. First-claas will even supply a ICt 
quality pajamas with their generous overnight kit Personal TV ac:r.. 
rent movies on demand, games. music and entertainment can make tbe 
away are available at the press of a button. 
Penonal services including gourmet CUISine timed to your clilc:retiaa. 
bar with fine liquors and wine, mcluding sandwiches and swee11. 
cooked 10 order. If you are going to make this long flight to Sydoey, 
way 10 go. For re.servatiolu altd il!{omtotion call: 1-800-11?-1$(/(J 
WWW.qtlllkU COlli 
Part 0 oftbis article ('wbicb wtH appear m the June IISUe) will cover 
dinina. (take a ~eaplllle to hmch). the iDap:a1 Blue Mountain World 
and the alorioua LilliDfels Blue MOUDIIIin Resort and Spa. 
